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January 10, 2017                  APA Hotel Woodbridge 
2017: Ch-Ch-Changes
Presented by the Patient Financial Services Forum and the Patient Access Forum

February 7, 2017- North                                                            APA Hotel Woodbridge
February 10, 2017 - South                                              Adelphia Restaurant, Deptford 
Physician Issues Update – A North / South Event 
Presented by the Physician Practice Issues Forum in Collaboration with NJ MGMA
 

                                                                            New Jersey Hospital AssociationMarch 2, 2017
2017 Cost Report Update
Presented by the Education Committee
 
March 14, 2017                                                                 Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel 
2017 Compliance Update
Presented by the C.A.R.E. Forum

April 20, 2017                                                                  DoubleTree by Hilton Tinton Falls 
Women’s Leadership and Development Session
Presented by the Education Committee

May 9, 2017                                                                     Fiddler’s Elbow Country Club 
Annual Golf Outing 

May 11, 2017                                                                New Jersey Hospital Association
Financial Education for Clinicians
Presented by the Education Committee

May 23, 2017                                                                    Location TBD 
2017 Industry Update
Presented by the Payer and Provider Collaborative Committee

June 13, 2017                                                                     Location TBD  
2017 Industry Update
Presented by the Revenue Integrity Committee

Watch for updates on all of these events, or visit the Chapter website at hfmanj.org
And don’t forget our Webinar Series!

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S
Mark your calendar! 
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The President’s View . . .

Dan Willis

It is hard to believe that my term as President of the NJ Chapter of HFMA is half over.  It 
has been a great year and as a team we have accomplished much!  Every time I look at this 
great group of individuals who donate time to help lead this organization I feel very proud and 
honored to have the privilege to be its President.

Our 40th Annual Institute was a great success. We had over 500 attendees and raised over $6,500 
for Make A Wish, thanks to the generosity and kindness of the attendees and our members! I would 
like to thank the Annual Institute Committee and its Chair, Michael McKeever, for all of the hard 
work they put into planning, organizing and implementing this wonderful event.  I would also like 
to thank John Dalton who served as our MC.  Please be sure to read John’s Institute article in this 
issue. I would be remiss if I didn’t also thank the sponsors of the 2016 Annual Institute, without 
whose generous support the Annual Institute would cease to exist.

Our Membership Services and Networking Committee has been very busy since June.  I 
want to thank Brittany Pickell, Peter Demos and Maria Facciponti for their dedication as Chairs 
and Co-chairs, as well as the committee members for stepping up to take on the challenge of 
membership in a time of consolidation. When National published the membership counts at 
the end of May, the NJ Chapter had 1094 members, dropping to 867 in July when National drops the non-renewed members from 
our Roster; obviously this was quite a shock for me.  As of November 15th the NJ Chapter has 954 members, that’s almost 100 new 
members! The committee started their campaign on June 4th with Feeding Hunger With Helping Hands, a community service event 
held at the Hillside Food Bank, followed on July 14th by It’s a Shore Thing a Happy Hour held at The Watermark in Asbury Park 
bringing out over 40 members, on September 10th another Feeding Hunger With Helping Hands event, then on November 3rd a 
Wine Tasting and Food Drive at the Alba Vineyard in Milford, NJ and lastly, Season’s Eatings on December 1st at Anthony’s Coal Fire 
Pizza in Edison. They have been very busy and have created many firsts for the chapter:  they have been able to get sponsorship for the 
networking events, have collected for charities, as well as given time for Community Service. Yes, another proud moment! Kudos to 
all committee members, sponsors and attendees, and thank you. No, they haven’t tired yet, and there are many more events scheduled 
for the second half of the year. If you believe your membership to HFMA is a great value, please be sure to pass your sentiments on 
to co-workers and colleagues so that the NJ Chapter of HFMA can continue to grow and continue to provide you with the quality 
education and networking events we are known for.

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all of you a Happy, Healthy Holiday Season and many good wishes for the New Year!
Please take note of upcoming education events:             

January 10, 2017 2017: CH-CH CHANGES Presented by the NJ HFMA Patient Access and Patient Financial
 Services Forums at the APA Woodbridge Hotel

February 7, 2017 The Physician Practice Issues Forum Half Day Education Session with MGMA (North) 
 at the APA Woodbridge Hotel

February 10, 2017 The Physician Practice Issues Forum Half Day Education Session with MGMA (South) 
 at the Adelphia Restaurant in Deptford.

March 14, 2017 CARE Forum (Compliance, Audit, Risk & Ethics) 
 All Day Education Session at Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel

April 20, 2017  Women's Education Session 
 at DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Tinton Falls – Eatontown

May 9, 2017 NJ Chapter Annual Golf Outing 
 at Fiddler’s Elbow Country Club

Dan WillisDan WillisDan Willis
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Hello everyone,

The new year and new administration herald more questions than answers for the health 
care industry. Will Obamacare be repealed and replaced? Repealed and delayed? Altered with 
laser-like surgical precision, or hacked down to a stump? As I think about what might change 
and what might stay the same over the next four years, I think about what we really mean 
when we talk about “value” in health care. I also think about my 24-speed bicycle.  

“Value-based” health care usually refers to the relationship between quality and cost. In 
describing reimbursement for physician care, CMS characterizes it this way:

“The Value Modifier provides for differential payment to a physician or group of 
physicians under the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (PFS) based upon the quality of care 
furnished compared to the cost of care during a performance period.”1

But “value” is highly subjective – which brings me to my bicycle story, and the simple 
premise that buying into a purchase, rather than just buying it, makes it more valuable, regardless of quality or cost.  
Stated another way, when the buyer has carefully selected the item being purchased and makes personal investment in 
the purchase, it’s more likely to be valued. The buyer has “skin in the game”, so to speak.  

When I was fourteen, I wanted a new bicycle. I had my heart set on a lightweight, 24-speed bicycle. I asked my 
parents to get the bicycle for my birthday, or my birthday and Christmas combined (a January birthday ploy). They 
agreed, but on one condition:  whichever bicycle I wanted, I had to pay for half of it. So I saved my babysitting money, 
my snow shoveling money, and my lifeguard money. The week I finally bought my bicycle, my best friend’s dad 
brought home four shiny new bicycles for my friend and her siblings.  They weren’t 24-speed bicycles, but they were 
free and unasked-for. We rode to school once or twice and I carefully locked my bike and had to remind my friend 
to lock hers too. My bicycle went with me to college, then to law school, then to apartments and houses.  I have it to 
this day.

Seema Verma, President-elect Trump’s pick to head CMS, was a key player in revamping Indiana’s Medicaid program.  
Some say the program is punitive and complex, features any health program should avoid.  But the requirement that 
certain beneficiaries contribute toward the premium cost, even if the contribution is as low as $1 per month, resonates 
with me. Perhaps it’s too soon to know if this type of “skin in the game” will translate to better health outcomes and 
lower costs, things we equate with “value”. But there is also a different type of value in owning something you’ve chosen 
and worked for. Let’s hope whatever follows Obamacare allows us to buy into our health plan coverage and the services 
we need, rather than simply buying them.

Happy Reading!

Elizabeth G. Litten
Editor

1https://www.cms.gov/medicare/medicare-fee-for-service-payment/physicianfeedbackprogram/valuebasedpaymentmodifier.html

From The Editor . . .

Elizabeth G. Litten
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Annual Institute Celebrates 
40th Year

by  John J. Dalton, FHFMA

Co-sponsored by the Metropolitan Philadelphia and New 
Jersey HFMA Chapters, the 40th Annual Institute celebrated 
in style with 2-1/2 days crammed full of educational sessions, 
a successful fund raising event Wednesday evening for the 
Make-A-Wish Foundation, a jam-packed President’s Recep-
tion Thursday evening in the Borgata’s Signature Room, and a 
late night gathering at the Premier Nightclub.  More than 500 
registrants traveled to Atlantic City to join the celebration and 
earn needed CPEs.

Chapter President Dan Willis welcomed attendees Wednes-
day morning, reminding them that many had not even been 
born when the New Jersey Chapter held its first educational 
Institute at Great Gorge 40 years ago.  He thanked Institute 
Chair Mike McKeever for his Committee’s hard work in or-
ganizing an excellent event.  He reviewed the schedule for the 
Institute and urged attendees to download the mobile app 
that provided a full schedule, speaker biographies and session 
handouts. Dan also thanked the many sponsors without whose 
support a cost-effective an educational institute would not be 
possible. He urged attendees 
to participate in the Scavenger 
Hunt and visit vendors dur-
ing the Institute. Those who 
completed the Scavenger Hunt 
would be entered in a drawing 
for one of two free registrations 
to the 2017 Annual Institute.

He then introduced former Chapter President and Nation-
al Board member John Dalton, serving once again as Master of 
Ceremonies. Dalton congratulated the Chapter for its 40 years 
of educational excellence, noting that, for most in the audi-
ence, 40 years might comprise a career, and for a child born 
today, 40 years will be half a lifetime.

Attacking the Two-Midnight Rule
Day Egusquiza, President, AR Systems, 

Inc. hails from a rural state – Idaho – where 
37 of the 47 hospitals are less than 25 beds. A 
nationally recognized speaker on continuous 
quality improvement (CQI), her presentation 
provided illuminating insights into why many 

hospitals are losing revenue un-
der the final two-midnight rule. 
Crucial to ensuring payment for 
services rendered to Medicare 
beneficiaries is the declaration of a care plan that will take two 
midnights to complete: “the judgment of the physician and the 
physician’s order for inpatient admission should be based on the 
expectation of care surpassing the two midnights with both the 
expectation of time and the underlying need for medical care 
supported by complex medical factors such as history and co-
morbidities, current medical needs and the risk of an adverse 
event.”  

Day provided several clear examples of opportunities missed 
(including transfers in), and noted that Medicare Advantage 
plans do not follow Part A rules. Hospitals need to determine 
the definition of inpatient under such plans.  She provided 
clear, straightforward guidance for hospitals to apply in pre-
venting lost inpatient revenue. 

Chapter Awards
The New Jersey Chapter 

earned six Helen M. Yerger 
Awards at the Annual National 
Institute in June. These awards 
recognize outstanding chapter 
performance in the categories 
of Collaboration, Education 

Improvement, Innovation, Member Communications, Member 
Service and Membership Recruitment and Retention.  Two were 
multi-chapter awards and four were individual chapter awards.  
Past President Heather Weber first presented the Chapter Awards 
for the following topics:
1. Collaboration with the state hospital association to produce 

“Finance Education for Clinicians” to Mike McKeever, 
Stacy Bigos and Jane Kaye.

2. “Networking Opportunities Improvement Plan for 2015/16” 
to Mike Alwell, Peter Demos, Maria Facciponti, Brittany 
Pickell and Heather Weber.

3. Women’s Event using member feedback to reinvigorate an 
all-day Women’s Focused Education Program to Heather 
Stanisci and Deb Carlino.

Crucial to ensuring payment for services
rendered to Medicare beneficiaries is the 
declaration of a care plan that will take

two midnights to complete.

John J. Dalton
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continued on page 8

4. Creation of an Assistant Treasurer Positon for the New Jersey 
Chapter to Scott Mariani and Linda Gnesin.

There were two multi-chapter awards; one with the Metropoli-
tan Philadelphia Chapter and the second with Region 2.  
1. “Utilizing LinkedIn and Star Chapter Email Blasts to In-

crease Sponsorship and Registration Revenues” to Jennifer 
Vanegas, Mike McKeever and Deb Carlino.

2. “Creation of a Study Group to Assist 
Members Desiring to Take the New 
HFMA Certification Exam” to Rita 
Romeu.
Heather then announced that she had se-

lected Mike McKeever and Jennifer Vanegas 
as the recipients of the 2015-16 President’s 
Award in recognition of their outstanding 
leadership of the Institute Committee for the 2015 Annual In-
stitute. The Institute Committee excels in all aspects of edu-
cation programming for the Chapter’s membership and the 
healthcare industry at large.  

The 2015-15 Leading the Change Award was presented 
to Sandy Gubbine for running the webinar series that helped 
the Chapter to reach its 2015-16 education hours goal.  This 
award recognizes members in non-leadership positions who go 
above and beyond the call of duty in leading change.

Other awards presented included the Follmer Bronze to 
Dara Quinn, Rhonda Maraziti, Steven Stadtmauer, Esq. and 
Jill Squires, the Reeves Silver to Anthony Panico, the Muncie 
Gold to B.J. Welsh, Erica Waller and Kathryn Gibbons, and 
the Founders Medal of Honor to Dan Willis and Dave Wiessel.

Too Busy for Your Own Good
 Keynote speaker Connie Merritt is a reg-

istered nurse with a passion for research, writ-
ing and speaking to healthcare professionals.  
Her energetic presentation captured the post-
lunch audience’s attention, including a bold 
statement that as many as 90% of visits to pri-
mary care physicians are stress-related. Author 

of “Too Busy for Your Own Good,” Merritt was the poster child 
for the overbooked, overcommitted and overstressed control 
freak until a massive panic attack became the wake-up call to 
rehab from our culture of busyness. Smartphones, e-mail and 
telework have helped turn many homes into an office away from 
the office, keeping professionals on-call 24/7. Merritt provided 
numerous recommendations for dealing with role overload, 
managing stress and regaining one’s spark.

The remainder of the afternoon offered a series of three 
one-hour breakout sessions on four or five different topics each 
hour, including compliance/revenue integrity, payer/managed 
care issues, financial reporting/tax, and revenue cycle.

Wednesday evening’s charity event included HFMA’s version 

of the Minute to Win It game, with several attendees participat-
ing. The Charity Auction featured many exciting gifts donated 
by the sponsors to raise funds for the Make-A-Wish Foundation 
of New Jersey.  Over the past five years, more than $50,000 has 
been raised at the Annual Institute, enabling deserving children 
to fulfill their wishes and dreams. Thanks to all who donated.

Thursday General Sessions
Thursday morning’s general session 

opened with Master of Ceremonies John 
Dalton as the featured speaker discuss-
ing “American Healthcare: Worst Value 
in the Developed World?” America is the 
sole member of the Organization of Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development 

that has not implemented one of the three versions of univer-
sal health care. Dalton reviewed relevant data from multiple 
sources including the Commonwealth Fund’s 2014 conclusion 
that the U.S. delivers “High cost health care of mediocre qual-
ity.” Next, he demonstrated how France (Two-Tier), Germany 
(Insurance Mandate) and England (Single Payer) succeed in 
producing better value for their residents.  He concluded with 
some guidance on how America can narrow the gap with the 
rest of the developed world and attain the Triple Aim: better 
care for patients, improved health in our communities and a 
lower per capita cost of care.  

The topic also is running as a three-part series in Focus.  
Part 3, narrowing the gap and attaining the Triple Aim, ap-
pears elsewhere in this issue.

Dr. Edward Anselm, Clinical Assistant Professor of Medi-
cine at Mount Sinai, discussed “Healthcare cost savings through 
improved tobacco control in New Jersey: Challenges and Op-
portunities.”  He has served as Chief Medical Officer at several 
health plans and currently serves as a consultant medical direc-
tor for Health Republic Insurance of New Jersey.  His talk pro-
vided an illuminating look at the results of 50 years of smoking 
cessation efforts that have reduced smoking prevalence among 
adults to 16.7%.  Smoking still results in 520,000 excess deaths 
each year, and the life span of a smoker is ten years shorter.

Smoking prevalence is higher among at-risk groups (mental 
illness – 36%) and those of lower socioeconomic status (high 
school education or less – 55%). He illustrated how smok-
ing cessation programs work, noting that the successful quitter 
makes up to 20 efforts over several years, with each quit at-
tempt longer than the prior one. He described the physician’s 
role as the “Five As:” Ask about smoking; Advise tobacco users 
to quit; Assess readiness to quit; Assist with a plan for quitting; 
and Arrange for follow-up.

Dr. Anselm advocates for higher tobacco control spending 
(New Jersey spends nothing) and better support for smoking 
 

as many as 90% of visits to
primary care physicians

are stress-related
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cessation programs, noting that the economic cost of smokers 
is roughly $150 billion per year. In response to a question 
from the audience, Dr. Anselm stated that e-cigarettes (e.g.,  
“vaping”) is far less harmful than smoking tobacco.

Thursday’s general session concluded with 
Mike McLafferty, Partner and Leader of the 
Health Care Services Group at Eisner Amper, 
presenting the annual regulatory update. Ar-
eas covered in detail included industry chal-
lenges, healthcare reform, ambulatory ser-
vices, hospital services and compliance issues.  

Principal among the challenges is the Medicare Access and 
CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA) effective in 2017.  Phy-
sicians now must begin submitting data to the Quality Pay-
ment Program. The reimbursement provisions of MACRA es-
tablish two value-based payment pathways for physicians who 
provide services to Medicare beneficiaries: 1) the Merit-based 
Incentive Payment System (MIPS) and 20 Advanced Alterna-
tive Practice Models (APMs). When the new payment system 
launches in 2019, most physicians will be receiving payment 
through MIPS, which has four performance categories: qual-
ity, cost, EHR capabilities and clinical care improvement ac-
tivities (e.g., care coordination). MACRA is a game changer 
for physicians; solo practitioners will find compliance difficult.

Transforming Data into Information
Thursday’s Keynote Speaker, Patrice Wolfe, 

President of HDMS/Medicity, a business in-
telligence technology company that serves the 
provider, payer and employer markets, gave 
some eye-opening insights into how data can 
be used as information to connect all stake-
holders in the pursuit of better outcomes and 

lower costs. Prior to joining HDMS in 2015, Patrice spent 18 
years in the technology division of McKesson, including service 
as the Senior Vice President and General Manager of McKes-
son’s Enterprise Intelligence Division, providing population 
health and patient flow data to health systems, physician prac-
tices and payers In the U.S., Canada Europe and Australia.

Ms. Wolfe’s 75-minute presentation illustrated both the 
challenges and rewards resulting from building clinically con-
nected care communities.  Containing a wealth of information 
captured succinctly on illuminating slides, she aptly demon-
strated how complete data from across the care community 
(including payers) can enable effective population health man-
agement. Among the key finding from data analytics, Ms. 
Wolfe pointed out that discharged patients who lack timely 
follow-up with a PCP are ten times more likely to be readmit-
ted. Drilling down on pre-certs, she discussed a payer that no 
longer requires pre-certs from providers whose past requests 

got 100% approval, and has eliminated the pre-cert require-
ment for procedures that rarely were denied.

Especially compelling was the case study of a Virginia health 
network with 9,500 employees serving over a million patients 
that owns and operates a Medicaid plan with over 12,000 
members that resulted in 6% fewer inpatient days, 23% fewer 
avoidable visits, 10% fewer imaging scans and a 13% reduction 
in readmissions. Collectively, the presentation illustrated that, 
with interconnectivity across providers combined with smart 
analytics, the path to population health and attaining the Triple 
Aim is feasible.

Ms. Wolfe concluded by asserting that analytics will rede-
fine both the payer-provider relationship and the provider-
patient relationship, increasing adherence and improving out-
comes, and leading to the development of new care delivery 
models to close gaps in care.   

As on Wednesday, the remainder of the afternoon offered a 
series of three one-hour breakout sessions on four or five different 
topics each hour, including compliance/revenue integrity, payer/
managed care issues, financial reporting/tax, and revenue cycle.

The President’s Reception, held in the Borgata’s Signature 
Room, provided a welcome respite from the grueling educa-
tion schedule, and an opportunity for attendees to network 
in a relaxed atmosphere. Displaying great stamina, many at-
tendees also gathered in the Premier Room for the Late Night 
Get-Together that included music and dancing.

Friday General Sessions
 The theme of Friday’s general sessions was 

change. A frequent speaker at the Institute, 
Emmy award winning broadcaster and author 
Dr. Steve Adubato delivered a highly interactive 
interchange with the audience, weaving in his 
own personal difficulties dealing with change. 

Author of the recently published “Lessons in Leadership,” Adu-
bato shared his seven keys to leading and embracing change:
1. When communicating about change, accentuate the posi-

tives, but don’t act as if there won’t be challenges and op-
portunities, because that’s simply not true.

2. Create an open environment that allows team members to 
ask ANY question on ANY aspect of the change without 
fear of reprisal or retribution.

3. Remember, even if a change is challenging or difficult, many 
team members will “buy in” if they believe in you as a leader, 
because the messenger is as important as the message.

4. It is essential to explain WHY the change is taking place, 
because if the change is seen as “change for the sake of 
change,” it is likely to fail.

5. Leaders who embrace change anticipate pushback that is like-
ly to occur, and are prepared to facilitate a candid and spirited 

continued from page 7
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“conversation” around it. In fact, GREAT leaders actually 
bring up the likely “opposition” before anyone else does.

6. Be prepared for a marathon, not a sprint. REAL change 
takes time, and those who are looking for a “quick fix” or 
an immediate “turnaround” will be deeply disappointed.  
There are no magic or silver bullets in business. There is 
only hard work and dedication to constantly improve to 
achieve organizational excellence.

7. If you want to be popular, then don’t propose any real 
change. Former U.S. Secretary of State General Colin 
Powell stated that great leaders must make tough decisions, 
which only guarantees that some team members will be 
angry with them. If you want to be popular 100% of the 
time, you can’t lead, because leading change is not for the 
faint of heart.

Dr. Adubato was followed by Glenn Miles, 
CPA, President of Catalytic Consulting, whose 
mission is to optimize and transform client orga-
nizations. His diverse experience includes execu-
tive roles at Pfizer, Lehman Brothers and AT&T 
Mobile. Titled “A Lack of Understanding Leads 

to Tactical Efficiency: Seeing the Forest and the Trees,” Miles’s 
presentation focused on the need to transform healthcare, noting 
that leading the world in healthcare spending is no cause for cel-
ebration. Healthcare is different, requiring collaborative change 
and a focus on the patient (i.e., the customer connection).  Break-
ing down siloes requires a catalytic culture to have health care 
delivered by an expert team, not merely a team of experts.

Miles walked attendees through examples from his own ex-
perience in the wireless industry to illustrate the characteristics 
of a catalytic culture, noting that “Values drive culture and cul-
ture embodies values.” An action based organization that gets 
things done is:

•  Curious
•  Attentive
•  Truthful
•  Agile
•  Leading
•  Youthful
•  Transparent
•  Innovative
•  Collaborative

Miles used Cingular’s acquisition of AT&T Wireless to 
form AT&T Mobile and its exclusive launch of the iPhone as 
an example of how a catalytic culture revolutionized the cus-
tomer experience. He concluded by applying the concept to 
population health.

The Institute concluded with Betsy Ryan, President and 
CEO of the New Jersey Hospital Association, moderating a 
panel discussion of “Expanding Your Foot-print in Today’s 
Market.” The four panelists included:

  •  Carl Alberto, Vice President of Finance 
   at St. Luke’s University Health Network,  
   with operations on both sides of the 
   Delaware River;
  •  Tom Baldosaro, CPA, Executive Vice  Presi- 
   dent and Chief Financial Officer at Inspira
  Health Network in South Jersey;
 •  Rob Booth, Chief Financial Officer at Summit Medical 
  Group (SMG), the largest physician-owned medical group 
  in the country with more than 650 providers in 65 loca-
  tions throughout North and Central Jersey serving more 
  than 400,000 unique patients; and
 •  Phil Okala, FHFMA, Senior Vice President for Business  
  Development at the Philadelphia-based University of  
  Pennsylvania Health System. 

While each of the panelists brought a different perspec-
tive, all were optimistic about the future. Okala opined that 
“Our brand – Penn Medicine – is everything,” stating that they 
work hard at establishing the value proposition. He spoke to 
the challenges of balancing clinical research with community 
care, and the clinical movement towards disease-based teams.

Rob Booth attributed SMG’s growth and success in part to 
its embrace of team-based care, as well as its “Cadillac benefits,” 
noting that employees in acquired practices gain a greater career 
path. Cost savings through consolidation and better technol-
ogy have enabled SMG to earn a positive operating margin on 
Medicare. Five payers account for 90% of SMG’s cash collec-
tions with more than half the contracts structured as risk-based. 

Tom Baldosaro described Inspira’s recent acquisition of Un-
derwood-Memorial Hospital and the difficult decision to aban-
don an outdated facility in Woodbury to build a new hospital in 
Mullica Hill. Underwood had no significant outpatient footprint, 
so part of Inspira’s challenge is to develop one in that service area.  

Carl Alberto expressed St. Luke’s commitment to bringing 
in quality providers to its network, as well as the challenges 
inherent in having one foot in Pennsylvania and the other in 
New Jersey.  He advocated a focus on quality as crucial in inte-
grating medical staffs.

All in all, the 40th Annual Institute concluded on an op-
timistic note, with attendees comfortable that they had the 
knowledge and tools to cope with the changing challenges fac-
ing them as we move to value-based care and population health.

About the Author
John J. Dalton, FHFMA, is a former Chapter President, National 
Board member, and HFMA’s 2001 Morgan Award winner for 
lifetime achievement in healthcare financial management, the only 
New Jersey Chapter leader to receive that honor.  Now retired as Se-
nior Advisor Emeritus to BESLER Consulting, he remains involved 
in healthcare as a member of the Strategic Planning Committee at 
the St. Joseph’s Healthcare System and as Honorary Trustee at Chil-
dren’s Specialized Hospital. 
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Jeffrey Silvershein, Vice President, Principal
800.767.6203 
info@McBeeAssociates.com 

Contact us today.

McBeeAssociates.com  |       @McBeeAssociates

We bring our 44 years of experience from the front lines of health care management 
to providers facing today’s challenges.
•	 Revenue	Cycle	Enhancement – Boost financial performance with billing outsource,  

revenue recovery, and cash acceleration services.
•	 Turnaround	and	Strategic	Planning – Prepare for bundled payment arrangements.
•	 Care	Management	Support – Prevent denials, improve clinical documentation, and assign patient 

status correctly the first time.
•	 Compliance	Review	– Evaluate key risk areas, including documentation of medical necessity,  

charge capture, and regulatory compliance.

Overcoming obstacles 
is our business. 
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Through the generosity of Robert Half, our Membership Services & Networking Committee arranged a wonderful holiday party 
at Anthony’s Coal-fired Pizza in Edison on Thursday, December 1st.  Members enjoyed a fun evening of great food, drinks, and 
company.  

We were also able to collect toys to support Saint Peters Healthcare System and the Child Life Program.

Thank you to those members who brought a toy and helped make someone’s holiday a little brighter!

Season’s Eatings!
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CMS Issues Its FY 2017 
IPPS Final Rule:  The Clock 
Strikes Midnight On The Two 
Midnight Rule’s Payment 
Reductions James Robertson

by James A. Robertson and Paul L. Croce

continued on page 16

On August 2, 2016, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (“CMS”) issued its Fiscal Year (“FY”) 2017 Inpatient 
Prospective Payment System (“IPPS”) final rule.  The rule was 
published in the Federal Register on August 22, 2016 and be-
came effective on October 1, 2016.1

The comprehensive rule spans nearly 700 pages of the Fed-
eral Register and makes significant changes to many aspects 
of the IPPS.2  While the scope of the rule is broad, this article 
focuses specifically on what we believe to be one of the most 
significant changes to the IPPS system, the elimination of the 
payment reductions associated with the “Two Midnight Rule.”

The Two Midnight Rule was introduced as part of CMS’ 
FY 2014 IPPS rule “[t]o reduce uncertainty regarding the 
requirements for payments to hospitals and [Critical Access 
Hospitals] under Medicare Part A related to when a Medicare 
beneficiary should be admitted as a hospital inpatient.”3  

Pursuant to the Two Midnight Rule when a physician ex-
pects a beneficiary to require care that crosses two midnights 
and admits the beneficiary based on that expectation, Medi-
care Part A payment is generally appropriate.  Conversely, if 
the physician expects the beneficiary’s hospital stay to be less 
than a period spanning two midnights, payment under Medi-
care Part A is generally inappropriate.4 If a physician cannot 
reliably predict the beneficiary to require a hospital stay span-
ning more than two midnights “the physician should continue 
to treat the beneficiary as an outpatient and then admit as an 
inpatient if and when additional information suggests a longer 
stay or the passing of the second midnight is anticipated.”5 

When CMS adopted the Two Midnight Rule, CMS’ actuar-
ies anticipated that there would be an additional $220 million 
in expenditures due to a net increase in hospital inpatient en-
counters6. Accordingly, CMS exercised the Secretary’s “broad 

authority” under   42 U.S.C. 11395 
ww(d)(5)(I)(i) to impose a 0.2% 
reduction to the national capital 
federal rate in FY 2014 to off-
set the anticipated increase in 
expenditure.7  That same reduc-
tion was applied to the national 
capital federal rate in FY 2015 
and FY 2016 as well.

The adoption of the Two Midnight Rule came amid a rash 
of criticism from providers.  Numerous comments were sub-
mitted which suggested that while the rule was phrased as a 
presumption it was setting a per se standard on admission based 
solely on length of stay and many commenters suggested there 
should be more flexibility in considering when an admission, 
regardless of length of stay, should be treated as an inpatient 
admission. The underlying concerns which resulted in these 
comments was how Recovery Audit Contractors (“RACs”) 
would use the new rule when auditing claims. CMS rejected 
these concerns indicating that the rule required only a reason-
able expectation by the admitting physician that the stay would 
span two midnights and that, if unforeseen circumstances 
resulted in a shorter stay, inpatient admission would still be 
appropriate.8  However, the rule’s revisions to the regulations 
mentioned only death and transfer as appropriate unforeseen 
circumstances which would support a shorter stay being ap-
propriately billed as an inpatient admission.9

Additionally, and more importantly, commenters ques-
tioned whether the Secretary had the authority to implement 
the 0.2% reduction on inpatient payments.  The commenters 
also questioned the validity of the Secretary’s prediction, upon 
 

Paul Croce
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continued from page 15

which the reduction was based, that the new policy would 
cause a net increase in inpatient cases at a cost of $220 million 
in 2014. To the contrary, the commenters believed the Two 
Midnight Rule would result in a net increase in outpatient, 
rather than inpatient, encounters.  The notice of final rulemak-
ing did not address these comments in detail except to say that 
the reductions were an appropriate use of the Secretary’s statu-
tory exceptions and adjustments authority.10

Provider criticism of the payment reductions associated with 
the implementation of the Two Midnight Rule did not end af-
ter its formal adoption.  Indeed, following the formal adoption 
of the rule numerous hospitals filed timely reviews before the 
Provider Reimbursement Review Board (PRRB), challenging 
the 0.2% reduction. The PRRB granted the hospitals’ requests 
for expedited judicial review, and thereafter lawsuits were filed 
by hospitals throughout the United States. Several of those 
suits were consolidated before the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia under the caption Shands Jackson-
ville Medical Center, et al. v. Burwell, Consolidated Civil Case 
Nos. 14-263, 14-503, 14-536, 14-607, 14-976, 14-1477 (the 
“Shands Litigation”).11

The hospitals in the Shands Litigation challenged the 0.2% 
reduction in compensation for inpatient services.12  The hospi-
tals raised three principal arguments: (1) the Medicare Act does 
not authorize the Secretary to make an across-the-board 0.2% 
reduction to compensation for inpatient services; (2) the Secre-
tary failed to comply with the rulemaking requirements of the 
Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”) by failing to disclose 
critical information about her methodology, failing to provide 
a meaningful response to substantial comments and failing to 
provide a reasoned basis for the final rule; and (3) the reduc-
tion was arbitrary and capricious.13

On September 21, 2015 the Court in the Shands Litigation 
found that the Secretary’s failure to disclose critical assump-
tions made by the actuaries who calculated the alleged $220 
million dollar increase in expenditures, which was relied upon 
to impose the 0.2% reduction, failed to meet the standards 
of the APA and thus deprived the public of a meaningful op-
portunity to comment on the proposed rule.14 As a result, the 
Court remanded the matter back to the agency for further pro-
ceedings regarding the adequacy of the 0.2% reduction.  How-
ever, the Court did not vacate the rule.15

After the matter was remanded, on December 1, 2015, 
CMS issued a public notice of the basis for the 0.2% reduction 
and its underlying assumptions.16  As a result of the comments 
received to that public notice, in connection with the FY 2017 
IPPS final rule, CMS eliminated the 0.2% reduction for FY 
2017.  Additionally, the Secretary invoked her powers under 
the Medicare Act to adjust the FY 2017 capital IPPS rate to 
address the effects of the 0.2% reduction to the national capital 

federal rates in effect for FY 2014, FY 2015, and FY 2016. To 
do so, CMS is implementing a one-time prospective adjust-
ment of 1.006 in FY 2017 to the national capital Federal rate.  
This effectively eliminates the impact of the Two Midnight 
Rule reductions from 2014-2016.17 

While it appears from the FY 2017 IPPS final rule that 
CMS has recognized the error of its ways in imposing the 0.2% 
reduction, CMS denies any error and continues to maintain 
that “the assumptions underlying the 0.2% reduction to the 
rates put in place beginning in FY 2014 were reasonable at the 
time we made them in 2013.”18  

Nevertheless, whether CMS recognized its error, or felt 
compelled to make this change as a result of the Shands Litiga-
tion, the end result is the same for hospitals throughout the 
country.  They are no longer subject to the 0.2% reduction im-
posed by the FY 2014 IPPS final rule and the negative impact 
from that rule over the past three years has been eliminated. 

Regardless of the reasons for CMS’ turn around, this is a 
major victory for all hospitals impacted by the rule. The clock 
has struck midnight on the 0.2% reduction and tomorrow is 
a new day.

About the Authors
James A. Robertson is a Partner and head of the health care 
practice at McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter LLP, 
with ten offices in New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Mas-
sachusetts, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Colorado. 

Paul L. Croce is an associate in the health care practice at 
McElroy, Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter LLP.
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2016-2017 Chapter Committees and Scheduled Meeting Dates
*NOTE: Committees have use of the NJ HFMA Conference Call line. The Call in number is (712) 432-1212

If the committee uses the conference call line, their respective attendee codes are listed with the meeting date.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS A PRELIMINARY LIST - CONFIRM MEETINGS WTH COMMITTEE CHAIRS BEFORE ATTENDING.

COMMITTEE  PHONE DATES/TIME/ ACCESS CODE MEETING LOCATION

CARE (Compliance, Audit, Risk, & Ethics)
 Chairman: Susan Hatch – shatch@virtua.org (856) 355-0723 First Thursday of the Month Conference Calls
 Co-Chair(s): Lisa Hartman Weinstein – lisarhartman@hotmail.com (609) 718-9982 9:00 AM
  Deborah Carlino – carlindl@ca.rutgers.edu (973) 972-3260 Access Code: 274-926-602
 Board Liason: Tony Panico – apanico@withum.com (973) 532-8847

Communications
 Chairman: Elizabeth Litten – ELitten@foxrothschild.com (609) 896-3600 First Thursday of each month Fox Rothschild offices
 Co-Chair(s): Al Rottkamp – ajcr123@aol.com (201) 821-8705 Access Code: 549-853-204        9:30 AM 997 Lenox Dr Bldg 3
 Board Liason: Brian Herdman – bherdman@cbiz.com (609) 918-0990 x131  No June or July Meetings Lawrenceville, NJ 

Education
 Chairman: Stacey Bigos – Sbigos@njha.com (609) 275-4017 First Friday of each month  Conference Calls
 Co-Chair(s): Mary Cronin – mmcronin@aol.com (732) 589-9613 10:00 AM
  Sandra Gubbine – Sandra.Gubbine@atlanticare.org (609) 484-6407  Access Code: 207-716-687  
 Board Liason: Mike McKeever – mmckeever@saintpetersuh.com (732) 745-8600 x5089

Certification (Sub-committee of Education)
 Chairman: Rita Romeu – Romeur@comcast.net (973) 418-6071 First Friday of each month   Conference Calls
 Board Liason: Mike McKeever – mmckeever@saintpetersuh.com (732) 745-8600 x5089 10:00 AM

FACT (Finance, Accounting, Capital & Taxes)
 Chairman: Tony Palmerio – apalmerio@barnabashealth.org (732) 923-8638 Second Wednesday of each Month
 Co-Chair(s): Karen Henderson – khenderson@withum.com (973) 532-8879 8:00 AM Conference Calls
 Board Liason: Scott Mariani – smariani@withum.com (973) 532-8835 Access Code:  587-991-674

Institute 2016
 Chairman: Dan Willis – dkwillis6@gmail.com (201) 803-4067 Third Wednesday of each Month
 Co-Chair(s): Mike McKeever – mmckeever@saintpetersuh.com (732) 745-8600 x5089 8:00 AM Conference Calls
 Board Liason: Dan Willis – dkwillis6@gmail.com (201) 803-4067 Access Code:  207-716-687

Membership Services/Networking
 Chairman: Brittany Pickell – BPickell@ConvergentUSA.com (732) 221-0785 10/28, 11/11, 11/23,12/9, 1/6 Conference Calls
 Co-Chair(s): Peter Demos – pdemos@hackensackmeridian.org (732) 751-3378 9:30 AM In-person Meetings
  Maria Facciponti – mfacciponti@adreima.com (973) 614-9100 Access Code:  808-053-2866 by Notification
 Board Liason: Megan Byrne – megan.byrne@ey.com 

Patient Access Services
 Chairman: Maria Lopes-Tyburczy – MLopes-Tyburczy@palisadesmedical.org (201) 295-4028 / C: (201) 744-8505 6/9/16, 9/8/16, 12/6/16, RWJBarnabus Corporate
 Co-Chair(s): Dara Derrick – dara.derrick@atlantichealth.org (908) 850-6870 1/12/17, 3/9/17, 5/11/17 379 Campus Drive 2nd Floor Conf Room
  Andrew Webber – awebber@medixteam.com (201) 406-1097 2:30 PM Somerset, NJ 08873
 Board Liason: Belinda Puglisi – BPuglisi@childrens-specialized.org O: (908) 301-5458 / C: (862) 251-0753 Access code:  542-364-749

Patient Financial Services   Besler Office 3 Independence Way,
 Chairman: Steven Stadtmauer – sstadtmauer@csandw-llp.com (973) 778-1771 x146  Second Friday of each Month Suite 201 Princeton – June - Nov. 2016
 Co-Chair(s): Marie Smith  – msmith1@rbmc.org  (732) 324-5053 10:00 AM CBIZ Office 50 Millstone Road BLDG 200,  
 Board Liason: Josette Portalatin – jportal@valleyhealth.com (201) 291-6017 Access Code:  714-898-796 STE 230 – Dec. 2016 - May 2017
     East Windsor, NJ 08520

Payer and Provider Collaboration
 Chairman: Thomas Barnes – barnest@sjhmc.org (973) 754-2136 Third Wednesday of each Month alternating locations each month 
 Co-Chair(s): Ruth Fritsky – Ruth.fritsky@amerihealth.com (609) 662-2503 2:00 PM United Healthcare, Iselin, NJ
 Board Liason: Jill Squiers – Jill.Squiers@AmeriHealth.com (609) 662-2533 No conference calling Horizon BCBS, Wall Township, NJ

Physician Practice Issues Form
 Chairman: Dara Quinn – DaraQ@villagecare.org (908) 247-9165 7/14/16, 9/8/16, 11/10/16 Conference Calls
 Co-Chair(s): Melody Hsiou – mhsiou@kpmg.com (818) 451-3580 1/12/17, 3/9/17, 5/11/17       9:00 AM
 Board Liason: Deborah Carlino – carlindl@ca.rutgers.edu (973) 972-3260 Access Code:  703-211-177

Regulatory & Reimbursement  Third Tuesday of each Month
 Chairman: Peter Demos – pdemos@hackensackmeridian.org (732) 751-3378 9:00 AM Monmouth Shores Corp. Park
 Co-Chair(s): Rachel Simms – rsimms@ubhc.rutgers.edu (732) 235-3420 (No December Meeting) Meridian Conf. Room 1C
 Board Liason: Scott Besler – sbesler@besler.com (732) 598-9608 Access Code:  175-802-794 1350 Campus Pkwy, Neptune

Revenue Integrity
 Chairman: Edlynn Lewis – edlynn.lewis@rwjuh.edu (732) 418-8077 First Wednesday of each Month 
 Co-Chair(s): Jay Mullaney – jmullaney@barnabashealth.org (732) 923-8435 9:00 AM Princeton HealthCare System 
 Board Liason: Tracy Davison-Dicanto – Tdavison-dicanto@princetonhcs.org (609) 529-9461 Access Code:  351-605-588 Classroom 3

CPE Designation
 Chairman: Lew Bivona – ldbcpa@verizon.net (609) 254-8141



n Financial Modeling
n Clinical Benchmarking
n Revenue Integrity

n Eligibility and DSH Services
n Charge Evaluation
n Risk Reduction (RAC) 

The Devil Opportunity is in the Detail.

You have data. You need insight.
CBIZ KA Consulting Services, LLC

Information. Not Intuition.

   1-800-957-6900 
www.kaconsults.com
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Telemedicine/Telehealth:  
Legal, Financial and 
Practical Issues

by Margaret Davino

Margaret Davino

Technology has become a part of our everyday lives: both 
personally and in the workforce.  One part of technology that 
the healthcare workforce is experiencing more and more is 
telemedicine, sometimes called telehealth.  Telemedicine is the 
provision of clinical care to patients from a distance by means 
of telecommunications technology. Telemedicine allows for 
more connectivity between health care providers and patients, 
including by phone, email and webcam, and also allows for 
provision of quality care in remote places where medical exper-
tise may not otherwise be available.  

US News & World Reports’ description in August tells the 
story well:  of a retired carpenter, 74, who “these days, even 
though he suffers from severe chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease, doesn’t want to go anywhere near a medical facility. 
And he doesn’t need to, even though his COPD has been bad 
enough in the past to regularly land him in the emergency 
room and the intensive care unit. The reason: he now gets 
his care from Mercy Virtual Care Center some 50 miles away.   
Mercy’s providers have been able to detect subtle health shifts 
in time to avert the cascade of deterioration that put him in the 
ICU, intervening even before patients experience symptoms. 
“Mercy Virtual Care’s 125,000-square-foot facility” houses 
more than 300 medical professionals who sit in front of moni-
tors and computer displays, watching over the care of patients 
at 38 hospitals in seven states. In addition to intensivists who 
observe patients and direct care at distant ICUs, neurologists 
provide guidance on stroke treatment to community hospitals. 
A team of virtual hospitalists orders and reads tests, and nurses 
field questions about everything from nosebleeds to sinus in-
fections. Mortality in the ICU “is trending 40 percent less than 
predicted,” says Mercy Virtual’s president. 

Companies have also started offering telehealth directly to 
patients.  For example, Doctor on Demand advertises that for 
a modest fee, a patient can have a 15 minute online visit:  a 
face-to-face consultation with a doctor through a smart phone, 
tablet or computer.  The on-line doctor can prescribe many 
medications over the phone, with some exceptions such as con-
trolled substances, certain sedatives, medications that require 

close monitoring (e.g., methotrexate), or medications that re-
quire administration by a healthcare professional.  

Telehealth has a number of benefits, including providing 
access for care for patients in remote regions of our country 
and the world, the ability to bring in specialty consults for dif-
ficult diagnoses or cases, cost savings for hospitals to provide 
monitoring of critical patients in their ICUs remotely rather 
than having an intensivist constantly on site, and the quality 
benefits of the ability for radiology films to be read 24/7, rather 
than waiting for radiologists to come in. However, there are 
downsides as well, including ensuring that information from 
telemedicine practitioners is communicated to a patient’s pri-
mary care provider so that the primary care provider is aware 
and can provide continuity of care; the risk that protected 
health information may be accessed electronically given the 
dependence on electronic means of transmission; and the risk 
that a medical error will occur if there are signs and symptoms 
that can be elicited only by seeing the patient in person.

There are three types of telehealth:  1) store and forward 
(where medical data such as radiology images are acquired 
and transmitted to specialists for assessment at a convenient 
later time), 2) remote monitoring (where health professionals 
monitor a patient remotely using various technology), and 3) 
real-time interactive telehealth (where a patient is seen through 
video or other conferencing by the healthcare provider in real 
time).  It is important to know the distinction between the dif-
ferent types of telehealth because some states or payers allow or 
pay for only one type of telehealth.

Although telehealth is growing, and being used in schools, 
assisted living centers and for remote chronic disease manage-
ment, one of the biggest challenges to further growth is reim-
bursement.  Some of the commercial telehealth services (e.g., 
those that offer telehealth doctor appointments) are private 
pay. Although some patients are willing to private pay for 
the convenience, telehealth’s market will not be fully realized 
until its services are reimbursed similar to in-person services.  
Twenty-four states now have “parity” laws, prohibiting health 
 continued on page 20
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insurers to cover and pay for services via telehealth in the same 
way as for services provided in person.  One of the most recent 
is New York, which effective January 1, 2016, requires com-
mercial health insurers from excluding from coverage services 
that are otherwise covered in-person.  New York’s Department 
of Health as of the time of this article has not yet published 
regulations, so this law has not been fully implemented, but 
provides parity for services of not just physicians, but also 
physician assistants, dentists, nurse practitioners, podiatrists, 
optometrists, psychologists, social workers, speech language 
pathologists, midwives, diabetes educators, asthma educators, 
genetic counselors, hospitals, home care agencies, hospices, 
and “any other provider as determined” by the Commissioner 
of Health pursuant to regulation. New Jersey and Pennsylvania 
both have legislation pending to expand payment for telemedi-
cine, but nothing has passed as of the date of this writing.

Medicare’s reimbursement for telemedicine is still limited.  
It reimburses for telehealth services in rural areas only, and only 
for real-time interactive telehealth.  If in a rural area, providers 
eligible for reimbursement under Medicare include physicians, 
nurse practitioners, physicians’ assistants, clinical nurse spe-
cialists, nurse midwives, clinical psychologists, clinical social 
workers, and registered dieticians or nutrition professionals.  
Medicare has a specific list of CPT and HCPCS codes that are 
covered for telemedicine services, and the provider must use a 
GT modifier to show that the service was provided virtually.

Medicaid programs often offer broader coverage of telemed-
icine, with almost all state Medicaid programs offering reim-
bursement for telemedicine over live video, but a far smaller 
number of states covering remote patient monitoring. New 
Jersey Medicaid currently covers only telepsychiatry services by 
a psychiatrist or psychiatric advance nurse practitioner, and the 
patient must be in a mental health clinic or hospital, with the 
telepsychiatry used to meet the hospital or clinic’s requirements 
for intake evaluations periodic psychiatric evaluations, medica-
tion management and/or psychotherapy sessions.  Pennsylva-
nia’s Medicaid coverage of telemedicine is somewhat broader; 
it reimburses for live video for (i) specialty consultations by 
physicians, nurse practitioners or nurse midwives, and (ii) tele-
psychiatry outpatient services.  On the other hand, under New 
York’s new law, as of 2016, New York Medicaid now reimburses 
for real-time two-way AV communications, store and forward 
technology, and remote patient monitoring.  The patient must 
be located at a hospital, hospice, mental health facility, diagnos-
tic and treatment center, certain FQHCs, certain school based 
health centers, and physician offices.  New York Medicaid also 
covers remote patient monitoring in a patient’s home.

Telehealth also brings with it a number of legal issues, in-
cluding the following:

1.  Licensing limitations 
The location of a patient is considered to be the “place of 

service” of that patient, and the healthcare provider must com-
ply with the laws of the state where the patient sits.  With 
some exceptions (e.g., physician-to-physician consultations, or 
physicians licensed in a “border state”), the practitioner must 
be licensed in the state in which the patient sits.

This sometimes can cause wrinkles in care.  For example, at 
Mayo Clinic, doctors who treat out-of-state patients can fol-
low up with patients via phone, email or web when they return 
home, but they can only treat the conditions treated in person.  
If a patient has a new problem, the patient may be referred to 
his or her primary care practitioner licensed in the patient’s 
state to discuss that issue.  

Some sites may not consider certain services to be “practic-
ing medicine” or another profession. For example, FirstDerm 
users upload photos and a description of skin issues, and a 
dermatologist (most of whom are in Europe) replies within 
twenty-four hours with a possible identification of the issue 
and options.  FirstDerm states that no patient relationship ex-
ists in this situation because both the patient and physician are 
anonymous to the other. 

2.  HIPAA and patient confidentiality laws
All healthcare providers must comply with applicable pa-

tient confidentiality laws, including state law and HIPAA.  Al-
though most healthcare providers are “covered entities” under 
HIPAA,  a provider (whether telehealth or not) is a covered 
entity under HIPAA only if it bills electronically for services 
using any of the HIPAA transaction code sets. A provider must 
meet applicable confidentiality laws whether the services are 
provided in-person, or through telehealth.  If HIPAA is in-
volved, this requires that both the HIPAA privacy and secu-
rity rules are complied with. HIPAA privacy regulations re-
quire policies and procedures as to maintenance of protected 
health information, and training of personnel – both at the 
originating site (where the patient sits) and at the distant site 
(where the provider sits).  HIPAA security rules require that 
any electronic protected health information be secure, whether 
that data is stored, used or transmitted. A healthcare provider 
must start with a security risk assessment to determine how 
electronic protected health information is being used, where 
it is stored, and how the technology used for telehealth is able 
to ensure high-level security and prevent breaches of patient 
information.

Because telehealth involves sharing of information, patient 
confidentiality/HIPAA concerns include looking at who else 
can access that protected health information.  A vendor or per-
son acting on behalf of the healthcare provider who can ac-
cess that information is considered to be a “business associate” 
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under HIPAA, and the provider must put a business associate 
agreement in place.  Because HIPAA covers protected heath in-
formation no matter how far down the line the information is 
shared, business associates must also have agreements in place 
with their subcontractors to protect the information.  In addi-
tion, healthcare providers should look at any party with whom 
protected health information is shared, to address questions 
about shared responsibility for managing and securing patient 
information generated through a telehealth encounter. 

HIPAA to-dos with telehealth include:
(i) ensuring secure communications channels
(ii) implementing business associate agreements and other  

 confidentiality and privacy agreements
(iii) providing education regarding appropriate use of tele 

 health technologies
(iv) understanding how and what patient information is  

 being collected and stored
(v) performing a HIPAA security risk analysis
(vi) ensuring that all subcontractors with access to protected  

health information comply with HIPAA requirements.

3.  Malpractice liability
Health professionals who provide services via telehealth 

have the same duty of care to a patient as a healthcare profes-
sional providing services in person. This is recognized in some 
of the publications of the various medical and other profession-
al boards that have reviewed telemedicine practices, including 
the AMA Telemedicine Policy. Fortunately for telehealth pro-
viders, lawsuits to date have not been common.  According to a 
publication by Willis Towers Watson, most involve teleradiol-
ogy, e.g., a failure to diagnose properly.  

Healthcare providers involved with telehealth must ensure 
that they are covered under their malpractice insurance policy. 
Although telehealth has not had a lot of claims, some insurers 
provide coverage only in a particular state, so providers must 
ensure that their insurance carriers are aware of their telemedi-
cine activities and agree to provide coverage for claims by pa-
tients in other states.  

4.  Credentialing and privileging
Hospitals and other facilities require that providers practic-

ing at those facilities be “credentialed” or “privileged” after a re-
view of those practitioners’ background, experience and creden-
tials.  The need to credential practitioners caring for a facility’s 
patients applies whether the practitioners are on-site or remote, 
e.g., radiologists reading scans for hospital patients off-site. 

The Joint Commission has allowed hospitals to “privilege 
by proxy,” i.e., accept a distant site hospital’s credentialing and 
privileging decisions, so that hospitals are not required to un-
dergo a separate privileging and credentialing process for each 

practitioner providing telehealth services from a distant site.  
Effective July 5, 2011, the Centers for Medicare and Med-

icaid Services (CMS) changed their conditions of participation 
for hospitals to also allow credentialing by proxy, if the follow-
ing conditions are met:

•  the distant site hospital must participate in Medicare or  
 be a telemedicine entity

•  provider is privileged at the distant site hospital
•  a current list of the telehealth provider’s privileges is  

 given to the originating site hospital
•  a written agreement between the parties
•  the telehealth provider is licensed in originating site  

 hospital’s state
•  originating site hospital reviews provider and shares info 

 with distant site hospital
•  sites aware of all adverse events

Therefore, hospitals may now perform credentialing by 
proxy of telehealth practitioners under Medicare conditions of 
participation.  However, the hospital’s bylaws must allow “re-
mote credentialing,” and such must also be permitted by State 
law. For example, the Pennsylvania Department of Health 
published a “Telemedicine Survey Guidelines and Department 
of Health Survey Policy” dated April 25, 2013, that gave guid-
ance as follows:

“The originating site hospital may, but not must, accept the 
provider credentialing of the distant-site hospital specific to the 
medical discipline in which the provider is practicing telemedi-
cine. Originating site hospitals need only demonstrate verifi-
cation of provider credentials issued by the distant-site hospi-
tal, including verification that each practitioner has sufficient 
raining the specified medical discipline in which he or she is 
practicing telemedicine. The distant site facility shall determine 
“sufficient” training for providers of telemedicine services.

5.  Prescribing medications
There has been concern for some time that practitioners 

may be financially induced to write prescriptions for persons 
who fill out questionnaires on the web, with no physical exam 
and sometimes without knowing anything about the “pa-
tient’s” medical history.  This concern is recognized by the Fed-
eration of State Medical Boards (FSMB)’s Model Policy for the 
Appropriate Use of Telemedicine Technologies in the Practice 
of Medicine, which emphasizes the importance of a physician-
patient relationship before telemedicine services, particularly 
prescribing.  The FSMB Policy states that “Telemedicine tech-
nologies, where prescribing may be contemplated, must im-
plement measures to uphold patient safety in the absence of 
traditional physical examination.  Such measures should guar-
antee that the identity of the patient and provider is clearly 
 continued on page 22
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established and that detailed documentation for the clinical 
evaluation and resulting prescription is both enforced and in-
dependently kept. Measures to assure informed, accurate, and 
error prevention prescribing practices (e.g. integration with e-
Prescription systems) are encouraged. “

Special attention must be given to the prescribing of con-
trolled substances.  The Ryan Haight Online Pharmacy Con-
sumer Protection Act, named for an 18-year-old who died af-
ter overdosing on a prescription painkiller he obtained on the 
Internet from a medical doctor he never saw, was enacted on 
October 15, 2008 and requires at least one in-person medical 
evaluation before a controlled substance may be prescribed.  It 
amended Section 309 of the Controlled Substances Act (21 
U.S.C. 829) to state that “No controlled substance that is a 
prescription drug as determined under the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act may be delivered, distributed, or dispensed 
by means of the Internet without a valid prescription.”  The 
term valid prescription means a prescription that is issued for a 
legitimate medical purpose in the usual course of professional 
practice by either a practitioner who has conducted at least 
one in-person medical evaluation of the patient; or a covering 
practitioner.

The term in-person medical evaluation means a medical 
evaluation that is conducted with the patient in the physical 
presence of the practitioner, without regard to whether por-
tions of the evaluation are conducted by other health profes-
sionals.  However, the law specifically states that “Nothing in 
this subsection shall apply to the delivery, distribution, or dis-
pensing of a controlled substance by a practitioner engaged in 
the practice of telemedicine.”  

Consistent with the Controlled Substances Act (CSA) itself, 
the Ryan Haight Act relates solely to controlled substances, 
specifically, those psychoactive drugs and other substances–in-
cluding narcotics, stimulants, depressants, hallucinogens, and 
anabolic steroids–that are placed in one of the five schedules 
of the CSA due to their potential for abuse and likelihood that 
they may cause psychological or physical dependence when 
abused. Controlled substances constitute approximately 10 
percent of all drug prescriptions written in the United States. 

6.   Informed Consent
Informed consent from patients in a telehealth setting re-

quires special thought because of the fact that, in addition to 
the information provided regarding patient care, the provider 
must also consider consent for the use of technology, any limi-
tations from use of technology, and any sharing of information 
expected.  The Federation of State Medical Board recommends 
that evidence documenting appropriate patient informed con-
sent for the use of telemedicine technologies be obtained and 
maintained, and as a baseline, include the following terms:

•  Identification of the patient, the physician and the phy- 
 sician’s credentials;

•  Types of transmissions permitted using telemedicine 
 technologies (e.g. prescription refills, appointment sched-
 uling, patient education, etc.);

•  The patient agrees that the physician determines whether 
 or not the condition being diagnosed and/or treated is 
 appropriate for a telemedicine encounter;

•  Details on security measures taken with the use of tele- 
 medicine technologies, such as encrypting data, pass- 
 word protected screen savers and data files, or utilizing  
 other reliable authentication techniques, as well as po- 
 tential risks to privacy notwithstanding such measures;

•  A hold harmless clause for information lost due to tech- 
 nical failures; and

•  Requirement for express patient consent to forward pa- 
 tient-identifiable information to a third party

In addition, thought must be given to how informed con-
sent is documented and maintained in the medical record, so 
that not only is the patient truly aware of the issues with re-
gards to telehealth, but that documentation exists of the pa-
tient’s consent to proceed after knowledge of the risks, benefits 
and alternatives.

7.  Medical Devices
Telehealth providers need to consider whether the tech-

nology used may be considered to be a “medical device,” and 
whether such has been approved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA).  When equipment or software is intended 
for use in the diagnosis or treatment of a disease or other con-
dition, the FDA considers it to be a medical device.  This may 
involve registration and listing, premarket notification or ap-
proval, use of good manufacturing practices, and post-market 
surveillance.  In September 2015, the FDA published “Mobile 
Medical Applications: Guidance for Industry and Food and 
Drug Administration Staff.” This Guidance recognized that 
not all mobile apps are medical devices, and therefore the FDA 
does not regulate them.  Some mobile apps may meet the defi-
nition of a medical device, but because they pose a lower risk to 
the public, the FDA intends to exercise enforcement discretion 
over these devices (meaning it will not enforce requirements 
under the Food Drug & Cosmetic Act).  The FDA stated that 
it intends to apply its regulatory oversight to only those mobile 
apps that are medical devices and whose functionality could 
pose a risk to a patient’s safety if the mobile app were to not 
function as intended.

In addition, the FDA just issued October 14, 2016 draft 
guidance titled “Software as a Medical Device: Clinical Evalua-
tion.”  This draft guidance defines Sofware as a Medical Device 
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(SaMD) as “software intended to be used for one or more medi-
cal purposes that perform these purposes without being part of 
a hardware medical device.” It specifically includes mobile apps 
and in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) medical devices, but states that 
software does not meet the definition of SaMD if its intended 
purpose is to drive a hardware medical device. For example, soft-
ware that allows a commercially available smartphone to view 
images for diagnostic purposes obtained from an MRI scan; or 
processes images from hardware medical devices for aiding in 
the detection of breast cancer is considered to be SaMD. 

7.  Fraud and abuse (anti-kickback) laws
The federal anti-kickback law prohibits offering, paying, 

solicit or receiving remuneration to induce referral of items 
that are paid for by Medicare, Medicaid or any other feder-
ally funded healthcare program. This issue may arise if tele-
health equipment is being leased from a physician or other 
entity referring business to the telehealth provider. There are 
a number of “safe harbors” under the anti-kickback law, al-
lowing transactions such as employment, personal services ar-
rangements, leases, etc., to go forward without violation of the 
anti-kickback law, but specific requirements must be included 
in a transaction and written agreement to fall within the pro-
tection of a safe harbor and avoid potential prosecution under 
the anti-kickback laws.

AMA Telemedicine Policy
Many of the above issues are set forth and explained in the 

Telemedicine Policy published by the American Medical Asso-
ciation. Although applicable only to physicians, and not legally 
binding, the AMA’s Telemedicine Policy provides an excellent 
overview of how State Boards of Medicine may view telemedi-
cine practices, and a good structure as to how to develop tele-
health programs.  Below is a summary of many of the prin-
ciples set forth in the AMA Telemedicine Policy:

1. Establish patient relationship before provision of tele- 
medicine services, through:

 •  A face to face exam, if this would be required for the  
  same service provided in a non-telemedicine context

 •  Consultation with a physician with an ongoing pa- 
  tient relationship who agrees to supervise patient’s  
  care, or 

 •  Meeting evidence-based clinical practice guidelines  
  developed by specialty societies, e.g., radiology 

The AMA recognizes that certain exceptions exist as to the 
above, e.g., on-call arrangements, cross-coverage, and emer-
gency situations.

2. Abide by state licensure laws and practice laws.
3. Patients must have a choice of providers.
4. Patients must have access to the qualifications of the  

provider(s) that they will see in advance of the visit.

5. The standards and scope of services provided through  
 telemedicine are consistent with in-person services.

6. Evidence-based guidelines should be followed.
7. Patients must know the costs and any limitations of tele- 

 health, e.g., if there are limited medications available.
8. The patient’s medical history must be collected.
9. Services must be properly documented.
10.  Care coordination with patient’s existing treating phy- 

 sicians should occur.
11. Protocols should exist for referrals for emergencies.
12. Laws for privacy and security of patient medical infor- 

 mation must be abided by.
13.  Physicians are responsible for supervision of non-phy- 

 sician providers, including:
 - protocols, conferencing & record review
 - visit sites & know competence of providers
 - conformance to state practice acts

Conclusion
Telemedicine certainly is going to expand in the future. 

Even with the change of administration in the federal govern-
ment, states are increasingly adopting laws allowing telemedi-
cine to keep up with the increasing use of such.  In addition, 
telemedicine may be used more as accountable care organiza-
tions (ACOs) look at how to best provide for care management 
of their patients to avoid hospital readmissions.  All providers 
should be aware of the issues with telehealth and its use in the 
future. 
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American Healthcare – 
Worst Value in the 
Developed World?
Part 3

John J. Dalton
by  John J. Dalton, FHFMA

Part 1 of this series reviewed the progress made on key health 
indicators over the past quarter century by 22 members of the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) including the United States (U.S.).  The other 21 
countries all have some type of universal healthcare, either:

▪	 Insurance Mandate: Government mandates that all 
citizens purchase insurance, whether from private, 
public or not-for-profit insurers (five countries includ-
ing Austria, Germany and Switzerland).

▪	 Single Payer: Government provides insurance for all. 
Pays all expenses except for copays/coinsurance. (Elev-
en countries including Canada, Italy, Japan, and the 
United Kingdom).

▪	 Two-Tier: Government provides or mandates cata-
strophic or minimum coverage for all, while allowing 
supplemental voluntary insurance or fee-for-service 
care when desired (five countries, including France, Is-
rael and the Netherlands).

In addition to reviewing health expenditure growth between 
2000 and 2013, changes in four key health indicators between  
1990 and 2012 were examined: 1. life expectancy at birth, both 
sexes; 2. infant mortality rate; 3. under-five mortality rate; and 
4. adult mortality rate. The U.S. lagged the 21 OECD coun-
tries on all four indicators in 1990 and, by 2012, the gap had 
widened.  Despite its massive expenditures ($9,523 per capita 
and 17.5% of GDP in 2014), the U.S. healthcare system fails 
to deliver reasonable value for the money, and the gap between 
the U.S. and other OECD countries on key health indicators 
is widening. Part 1 concluded that: “American healthcare is the 
worst value in the developed world.”

Part 2 of the series compared the different approaches to 
universal healthcare taken by France, Germany and the United 
Kingdom, then explored some of the underlying reasons for 
the disparity in results between the U.S. and other OECD 
countries. Table 1, below, displays healthcare spending and key 
health indicators for the four countries.

Table 1 - Healthcare Spending and Key Health Indicators, France, Germany, UK and U.S.

Healthcare % Health Country Type of Life Infant Mortality Child Mortality
of GDP - 2013 (2) Spending per  Universal Expectancy @ Rate per 1000, Rate, per 1000,
 Capita, 2011 (3)  Health Care (1) Birth, both sexes 2012 (4) 2012 (4)
    2012 (4)

10.9 $4,111 France Two-Tier 82 3 4

11.0 $4,495 Germany Insurance Mandate 81 3 4

8.5 $3,405 United  Single Payer 81 4 5
  Kingdom

16.4 $8,508 United States None 79 6 7

1. Modern Healthcare, February 8, 2016, p. 34
2. OECD Health Statistics, 2015, FOCU.S. on Health Spending, July 2015
3. Commonwealth Fund, 2014, "Mirror, Mirror on the Wall: How the U.S. Health Care System Compares Internationally"
4. World Health Statistics, 2014, PART III, Global Health Indicators, WHO
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continued on page 26

Whatever your thoughts on the Senator from Vermont, 
when it comes to universal healthcare, Bernie Sanders is cor-
rect: single payer is producing the best outcomes at the lowest 
cost. And, among single payer countries, the Brits do it best! 
Is single payer likely to happen in the U.S.?  Given its reliance 
on high rates of taxation, movement to single payer is a non-
starter in the U.S. political environment.  Of interest, both the 
Indian Health Service and the Veteran’s Administration Health 
System are single payer systems.

With the best-equipped hospitals and most thoroughly 
trained physicians in the world, America excels at diagnosing, 
treating and curing illnesses. However, curing illness is not 
synonymous with health, and the reality of health lies outside 
hospital walls and physician offices, in the communities that 
we serve. The World Health Organization’s definition of health 
is “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being”.  
America has underinvested in the support systems, networks 
and services vital to attaining health.  

In their well-researched 2013 book, “The American Health 
Care Paradox – Why Spending More Is Getting Us Less,” co-
authors Elizabeth Bradley and Lauren Taylor make a compel-
ling case that when spending on both social services and health 
care services were taken into account, the U.S. is not a high 
spender (see their Exhibit 8, Health and Social Care Spending 
as a Percentage of GDP).  Their research also found that coun-
tries with high health care spending relative to social service 
spending (like the U.S.) had significantly lower life expectancy 
and higher rates of infant mortality than did countries that 
favored social spending (like France, Germany and the UK).  

While France, Germany and the U.K. have taken differing 
approaches to universal healthcare, there are some common 
themes:

•  The majority of physicians are private general practi- 
  tioners (GPs) with no student loan debt;

•  Full interoperability and no denials keep administrative  
  costs low; and

 •  All have a robust social services safety net to deal with  
  housing, nutrition and environmental issues.
For the U.S., merely moving to achieve the three common 
themes that have been the key to France, Germany and the 
U.K. providing high quality healthcare at reasonable costs 
could take a generation.  To begin, let’s identify elements of the 
U.S. health care system that can be built on:
 •  Large numbers of Americans already receive health care  
  coverage through their employer.
 •  Starting with the HMO movement in the 1980s, Amer- 
  icans reluctantly have learned to live with limited free- 
  dom of choice and narrow networks. 
 •  The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA)  
  included an insurance mandate, albeit a watered down  
  one.
 •  Ten essential health benefits are mandated in the ACA,  
  including doctors’ services, inpatient and outpatient  
  hospital care, prescription drug coverage, pregnancy  
  and childbirth, mental health and rehabilitation services.
To begin to close the gap with other OECD countries, what 
might America adapt from France, Germany and the U.K.?  
Here are seven starters worth debating: 
 1. Move aggressively to attain full interoperability and re- 
  duce administrative costs. 
 2. Emulate the French approach of a mandated core bene- 
  fits package with the opportunity to purchase supple- 
  mental insurance for expanded coverage.  
 3. Adopt Germany’s employer-based insurance mandate  
  coupled with competition among not-for-profit insurers  
  for base coverage.  
 4. Copy France’s patient payment at time of service or Ger- 
  many’s patient co-payment approach.  
 5. From all three, maintain primary care physicians (PCPs)  
  as private practitioners.  
 6. Provide incentives for medical students to select primary  
  care (e.g., forgiveness of student loan debt over 15-20  
  years) to correct the current imbalance between primary  
  and specialty care.  
 7. Encourage not-for-profit health care leaders to engage  
  more closely with social services providers in the com- 
  munities that they serve.

Competing Priorities and Conflicting Interests
Clearly, there are many special interests in play as health-

care reform initiatives are debated, and few have the Ameri-
can consumer’s health needs as a top priority.  For example, In 
July, the Department of Justice filed suit to block the proposed 
Anthem-Cigna and Aetna-Humana mergers, contending that 
they “would leave the multi-trillion health insurance indus-
try in the hands of three mammoth insurance companies.” 
Aetna responded with the corporate equivalent of a hissy-fit, 
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eliminating its ACA exchange participation in 11 of 15 states, 
claiming $430 million in losses since January 2014.

Conversely, CEO Ber-
nard Tyson of $61B not-
for-profit Kaiser-Perma-
nente is sticking with the 
exchanges long term. “I 
view it through the lens 
of my mission. It obligates 
us to figure it out, not to 
get out.” (Modern Health-
care, August 22, 2016, p. 

9)  He noted that the market is unstable given adverse selection 
and under pricing by some plans to capture market share. “Over 
time it’s going to work itself out. This is not rocket science.”

Most Americans have been 
adversely affected by huge drug 
price increases. For example, 
The EpiPen’s been around since 
1977, but Mylan Pharmaceuti-
cals acquired the autoinjector in 
2007 when they were selling for 
$57 each. They now cost more 

than $600 for a two-pack with a one year shelf life. People 
who suffer from anaphylaxis need to keep them handy at all 
times. 

Turing Pharmaceuticals bought Daraprim in 2015 and 
raised the price from $13.50 to $750 a pill.  It is the only cure 
for toxoplasmosis, a disease that strikes people whose immune 
systems are suppressed (e.g., AIDS and cancer patients). Valeant 
Pharmaceuticals boosted the price of its diabetes drug Glumetza 
by about 800% in 2015. The company acquired Carac cream in 
2011, and the price for the treatment of cancerous skin condi-
tions rose by 1,700% in six years.

Although he ran on a platform to “Completely Repeal 
Obamacare,” President-Elect (and perhaps, Dealmaker-in-
Chief ) Donald Trump is not likely to abandon many of 
the ACA’s key provisions. With 22 million Americans hav-
ing gained coverage since the ACA’s passage, the percentage 
of uninsured Americans is at an all-time low. As a result of 
its patient protection provisions, quality is up and infection 
rates are down. From 2008-2013, Central Line Associated 
Blood Stream Infections are down 46% and Surgical Site 
Infections are down 16%. Young adults remain on parents’ 
policy until age 26; more than 2 million have gained cover-
age.  There are no more coverage denials due to pre-existing 
conditions, and coverage can be rescinded only for fraud or 
misrepresentation.

The Republican platform also proposed to remove barriers 
to entry into free markets for drug providers that offer safe, 

reliable and cheaper products (why not take a populist stand 
against drug price gouging?) and allowing individuals to deduct 
health insurance premium payments from their tax returns. 
It also proposed allowing individuals to use Health Savings 
Accounts (HSAs) with tax-free contributions, and to allow the 
unused portion to accumulate as part of the individual’s estate.  
Thus, there is much room for intelligent debate on how best to 
keep the baby, but throw out the unwanted bath water.

The author hopes that our new President will form a bi-
partisan, multi-disciplinary task force of providers, insurers 
and other key stakeholders (no lobbyists) to craft a uniquely 
American solution that is patient-focused, pragmatic and can 
be enacted by Congress in amending – not repealing – the 
ACA.  Their charge should be to agree on approaches to items 
1-4 of the seven starters. The task force should be held to a 
tight timeline and not be a repeat of the “Jackson Hole” group 
chaired by then First Lady Hillary Clinton that produced an 
overly complex proposal for “managed competition” to provide 
universal health care for all Americans.  

With respect to items 5-6 of the seven starters, few Ameri-
cans would argue against the wisdom of leaving primary care 
physicians as private practitioners, and, as of 2014, 72% of 
medical schools have created programs encouraging students 
to enter primary care.  Many inner city academic medical cen-
ters are developing their own initiatives for attracting more 
medical students into primary care.

 That leaves item 7, “Encourage not-for-profit health care 
leaders to engage more closely with social services providers 
in the communities that they serve.” It’s probably the tough-
est challenge facing America, and will require not-for-profit 
healthcare leaders to go beyond their comfort zones in
forging productive partnerships with the communities that 
they serve.

How Do We Narrow The Social Services Gap?
With health and social services spending consuming over 

25% of the US GDP, it’s highly unlikely that the federal gov-
ernment will step up social services funding.  That said, where 
will leadership on this issue come from?  In the author’s opin-
ion, it must come from leaders of not-for-profit hospitals and 
health systems in order to achieve the Triple Aim (better care 
for our patients, improved health in our communities, and 
lower per capita costs of care).  So, where do we start?  

An article in the May 2016 Health Affairs – “Variation in 
Health Outcomes: The Role of Spending on Social Services, 
Public Health, And Health Care, 2000–09” provides some clues:

•  “States with a higher ratio of social to health spending  
 (calculated as the sum of social service spending and  
 public health spending divided by the sum of Medi- 
 care spending and Medicaid spending) had significantly  

continued from page 25
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better subsequent health outcomes for the following seven  
measures: adult obesity; asthma; mentally unhealthy  
days; days with activity limitations; and mortality rates  
for lung cancer, acute myocardial infarction, and type 2  
diabetes.”

•  Many of the states with higher ratios of social to health  
care spending were in the West, while those with less  
healthy spending patterns were in the South.

In reviewing 74 research studies the authors found that 
three types of social services are particularly meaningful:

•  supportive housing;
•  nutritional support (such as in-home meals for older  

adults and WIC supplemental nutritional services);
•  some case management and outreach programs.

“Broadening the debate beyond what should be spent on 
health care to include what should be invested in health—
not only in health care but also in social services and public 
health—is warranted.”

To some extent, it’s already happening 
with leadership from not-for-profit pro-
viders and payers. On the provider side, 
leaders like Dr. Steve Corwin, CEO of the 
New York-Presbyterian Health System, 
and Dr. Kenneth Davis, CEO of New 
York’s Mount Sinai Health System, are 
two nearby examples. Both health systems 
have active population health initiatives.  
Discussing their Washington Heights 

targeted Care Initiative, Dr. Corwin stated: “If you visit the 
home of an asthmatic child and you remove mold and aller-
gens from that home, it dramatically reduces that child’s likeli-
hood of coming into the emergency room.” 

Describing the conundrum that pro-
viders face, Dr. Davis noted: “if a patient 
attributed to us has diabetes and we keep 
that person out of the hospital, we are 
rewarded in a population health model.  
But if we invest in preventing commu-
nity residents from ever getting diabe-
tes in the first place, we’re paid nothing 
extra…Even under the most advanced 
population health models, there is no 

way to get paid for improving the long-term health status 
of the community.  Annual enrollment cycles for insurance,  
single-year risk adjustment and 12 month cost-of care 
metrics all are aligned to managing attributed lives, not sup-
porting communities.”

Members of the New Jersey and Metropolitan Philadelphia 
Chapters are familiar with the successful population health 
initiatives of the Camden Coalition and the Geisinger Health 

System. Founded by MacArthur “genius grant” recipient Dr. 
Jeffrey Brenner, it was New Jersey’s first Medicaid Account-
able Care Organization. Its most recent innovative initiative, 
“Aunt Bertha,” scours the web for information on Camden 
County social services such as food pantries, housing agen-
cies, health centers, legal services, and more. Individuals in 
need or providers looking for services can search online by 
zip code and type of service, and then check eligibility crite-
ria and location for needed services.  It has been described as 
“Yelp for social services.”

Geisinger’s ProvenHealth Navigator (PHN) is an innovative 
care delivery model that encourages a transition away from epi-
sodic illness and toward a comprehensive coordinated primary 
care approach. The program is structured to empower patients 
to be more informed about their health, better able to navigate 
the health care system and more equipped to make educated 
decisions about their health care options.  A study published 
in the April 2015 Health Affairs Journal showed that PHN 
is producing sustainable, long-term improvements in health 
outcomes for elderly Medicare patients at a reduced cost. The 
study found that total costs associated with PHN exposure de-
clined by approximately 7.9 percent over the 90-month period 
of the study, while acute inpatient admission rates fell by 18 
percent.

Other innovative examples 
abound, largely driven by not-
for-profit health care providers.  
The author remains optimistic 
that, as former British Prime 
Minister Winston Churchill 
once stated: “You can always 
count on Americans to do the 
right thing – after they’ve tried 
everything else.”  With clear evi-

dence that, when it comes to delivering value in health care, 
the Brits do it best, we are well-advised to learn from them and 
apply those lessons in achieving the Triple Aim.

About the author
John J. Dalton, FHFMA, is a former Chapter President, National 
Board member, and HFMA’s 2001 Morgan Award winner for 
lifetime achievement in healthcare financial management, the 
only New Jersey Chapter leader to receive that honor.  Now retired 
as Senior Advisor Emeritus to BESLER Consulting, he remains 
involved in healthcare as a member of the Strategic Planning 
Committee at the St. Joseph’s Healthcare System and as Honorary 
Trustee at Children’s Specialized Hospital.
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Final Rules Issued for New 
Outpatient Off-Campus 
Provider Based Departments

Brian Herdman

by Brian Herdman

A year ago, the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 (BBA) was 
passed as the major funding bill in Congress for fiscal year 2016. 
Among the money savings provisions in the budget was an un-
expected moratorium on new off-campus provider based depart-
ments (PBD, see Garden State Focus Vol 62,  Num 3). Any off-
campus PBD location that had not billed as an outpatient hos-
pital department before November 2, 2015, the cut-off date, was 
deemed ineligible for future outpatient hospital payment. PBDs 
submitting claims before the cut-off are referred to as “excepted” 
PBDs, and those established after are “non-excepted.” Provid-
ers operating off-campus provider based departments should be 
closely monitoring regulations for this class of reimbursement.

As with any Congressional act, the implementation of provi-
sions contained in the BBA are subject to Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS) interpretation. Section 603 of 
BBA only contains basic instructions that off-campus depart-
ments are prohibited from outpatient PBD payment unless al-
ready billing as a PBD prior to passage of the Act. This provision 
caught many in healthcare by surprise, and the implementation 
has been carefully monitored by the healthcare community.

Finalized Off-Campus Provider Based Department 
Regulations

In the 2017 Outpatient Prospective Payment System 
(OPPS) proposed rule released this summer, CMS outlined 
the details of their regulations for the off-campus limitation.  
For the most part, these provisions were implemented in the 
final OPPS rule issued in November.  The major provisions of 
the new off-campus regulations, which go into effect January 
1, 2017, are as follows:

•  New off-campus departments are subject to rates based  
 on the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (MPFS).  

•  There is a strict definition of office location that in- 
 cludes specificity to the suite level if provided.

•  The 340B program will likely still apply.

The BBA compels new off-campus PBDs to be paid under 
the “the applicable payment system” that would be appropriate 

if the billing location were not otherwise an outpatient hospi-
tal department.  It is no surprise that CMS has designated the 
Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (MPFS, technical, nonfacil-
ity rate) as the applicable payment system for these off-campus 
departments. However, in implementation, CMS will create a 
special MPFS rate that is equal to 50% of the OPPS rate, which 
approximates the overall MPFS/OPPS relationship, but charac-
terizes this as an interim measure, leaving room for comments 
to apply to CY 2018 and beyond.  Writes CMS in the final rule:

“Therefore, we note that payments under our in-
terim final rule policy may not be exactly equal to 
payment under the technical component of MPFS for 
any specific item or service.”

“…scaling the OPPS payment rates by 50 percent 
will strike an appropriate balance that avoids poten-
tially underestimating the relative resources involved 
in furnishing services in nonexcepted off-campus 
PBDs as compared to the services furnished in other 
settings for which payment is made under the MPFS.”

Furthermore, any laboratory items would be paid according 
to the clinical lab fee schedule, and outpatient items already 
paid on MPFS in outpatient PBDs (such as therapy) will still 
be paid at 100% of the MPFS level.

The BBA is silent when it comes to change of location of 
established, off-campus, PBDs.  The CMS regulations impose 
a strict standard on the billing address of these off-campus lo-
cations.  From the 2017 OPPS final rule:

The existing regulatory definition at § 413.65 of a 
‘‘department of a provider’’ includes both the specific 
physical facility that serves as the site of services of a 
type for which payment could be claimed under the 
Medicare or Medicaid program, and the personnel and 
equipment needed to deliver the services at that facility.  
To allow excepted off-campus PBDs to relocate under 
every circumstance and continue to be paid OPPS rates 
would allow hospitals to continue the practices we be-
lieve section 603 was intended to curb.

MS clearly sees the grandfathered status as transitional in na-
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ture, and not meant to cover the off-campus department indefi-
nitely. Therefore any change in address, even down to the suite 
number, will trigger the loss of the OPPS status and subject 
the location to the MPFS. For example, if an office renovation 
forces a PBD to move from Suite A to Suite B of the same office 
building, the change in address is enough to lose the exempted 
status. There are some narrow exceptions to this provision of the 
policy, such as unexpected events like natural disasters.

The final rule also addressed some technical provisions not 
adequately explained in the proposed rule.  For instance, if an 
off-campus PBD is sold, the PBD is subject to the MPFS proxy 
unless the whole provider (parent hospital and all) changes 
ownership. If the change in ownership results in two providers 
merging (to one provider number); then the PBD loses the 
exemption and is then paid under the MPFS proxy.   

In its comments, CMS did not change the status of these 
PBDs for the 340B prescription drug program, although in 
the final rule it ultimately “refer[s] interested parties to HRSA 
[Health Resources and Services Administration] for questions 
on when drugs qualify for discounts under the 340B program.”  
CMS writes that the drug costs are still reported on the Medi-
care Cost Report, and implies that they are still subject to the 
340B program. It remains to be seen if HRSA will address the 
off-campus issue and overrule CMS.

Relief from Proposed Changes
Providers did get some relief when CMS backed off the pro-

posed provision to limit outpatient hospital department status 
to clinical families in use at the cut-off date. CMS had taken 
the view that adding clinical services to an established outpa-
tient department changed the nature of the department, and 
therefore should end the exemption from the MPFS.  The pro-
posal described 19 clinical families to define services in an off-
campus hospital based department, and narrowly allowed pre-
viously billed services within a family to continue at full OPPS 
payment. Commenters to CMS pointed out the administrative 
difficulties in sorting out new services within a location, and 
the confusion for beneficiaries who may have different copay-
ment structures for services in the same office location.  

Although CMS relented on the clinical family restriction, 
it did ask for comments on a MedPAC proposal to utilize tests 
on claims volume as a means to limit expansion of services at 
an off-campus PBD. This kind of test would also limit the 
expansion of an existing PBD with additional practitioners 
of similar services. Additionally, CMS wrote that it would 
monitor the expansion of services for future rule making.

Key Billing Provisions
In previous rule making, CMS created a new modifier (-PO) 

for CPT Codes associated with services furnished in an off-
campus provider based outpatient department. In the 2017 final 
OPPS rule, CMS created yet another modifier for off-campus 

provider based departments. This new modifier, -PN, is defined 
as “non-excepted service provided at an off-campus, outpatient, 
provider-based department of a hospital.” The use of the -PN 
modifier will trigger reimbursement according to the MPFS 
proxy, and will be used by CMS for statistical purposes. 

CMS added one more wrinkle to the MPFS reimbursement 
provision for these off-campus provider based departments. 
Instead of the established geographic practice cost indices 
(GPCI) used to adjust a MPFS rate for geographical differ-
ences, CMS will apply a “class-specific GPCIs [that is] parallel 
to the geographic adjustments made under the OPPS based on 
the hospital wage index.” For 2017 this GPCI factor will be 
based on the hospital’s wage index, since the GPCI factor that 
would otherwise apply is based on a slightly different method-
ology that is specific to physician practices.

Conclusions
The Congressional Budget Office had initially valued the 

savings associated with moving these services to the MPFS at 
$800 million for FY 2017 but has since revised that amount 
down to $50 million due to changes in assumptions and scope 
of services subject to the policy. CMS will create an addition-
al rate under the MPFS that is based on 50% of the OPPS 
rate for nonexempted PBDs services; although one wonders 
if CMS could have simply applied a 50% reduction to the 
OPPS payment of every item billed with the new –PN modi-
fier. Furthermore, CMS strictly interpreted office locations 
demonstrating that these budgetary provisions are important 
to the Medicare program.  Thankfully for providers, CMS ac-
knowledged the administrative burden of carving up a PBD 
into clinical families that had different billing and reimburse-
ment methods and backed off that provision.  

Finally, in this era of budget uncertainty, hospitals operat-
ing off-campus PBDs should periodically model reimbursement 
at the new MPFS rate for exempted locations so that they are 
aware of their exposure in the event that budget pressures fur-
ther erode reimbursement in the name of site-neutral payments.

Note: As the Garden State FOCUS went to publish, both cham-
bers of Congress passed the 21st Century Cures Act (HR 34) with 
bi-partisan support. This Act creates relief for off-campus PBDs un-
der construction November 2, 2015. Providers that show a bind-
ing written agreement executed before November 2, 2015 for the 
construction of an off-campus department may remain exempted 
if filed with the Secretary of HHS. Stay tuned to the Garden State 
Focus as the 21st Century Cures Act contains import provisions for 
mental health and medical devices.]

About the Author
Brian Herdman is an Operations Manager for CBIZ KA Consulting
Services, LLC. Brian follows Medicare regulations for his work at CBIZ on 
reimbursement modeling across Medicare, Medicaid, commercial payers.
He can be reached at bherdman@cbiz.com
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Has the Internal Revenue Service begun the required 
compliance reviews of Internal Revenue Code §501(r) 
compliance with respect to the community benefit ac-

tivities of tax-exempt hospitals?  

In a June 27, 2016 letter, Internal Revenue Service 
(“IRS”) Commissioner John A. Koskinen thanked Sen-
ator Charles E. Grassley (R-Iowa) for his June 9, 2016 

letter with respect to the IRS’ “implementation and enforce-
ment of recently enacted hospital reforms”. In his letter, Koski-
nen noted that final regulations have been issued which will im-
plement statutory reforms and that compliance activities have 
already begun that will help ensure whether or not tax-exempt 
hospitals are complying with reforms. In addition, Koskinen 
reminded Grassley that, pursuant to the Affordable Care Act 
(“ACA”), the IRS is required to review, at least once every three 
years, the community benefit activities of all tax-exempt hospi-
tals. To date the IRS has completed 2,482 of these compliance 
reviews for the three-year period 2014 through 2016.  

On December 29, 2014 the IRS released final regulations 
for Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) §501(r) entitled “Addi-
tional Requirements for Charitable Hospitals; Community 
Health Needs Assessments for Charitable Hospitals; Require-
ment of a §4959 Excise Tax Return and Time for Filing the 
Return”. IRC §501(r) was introduced under the ACA and 
includes requirements that hospital facilities must follow in 
order to maintain tax-exempt status under IRC §501(c)(3).

The ACA, signed into law by President Obama on March 
23, 2010, introduced IRC §501(r) which includes four new 
requirements that tax-exempt hospital facilities are required to 
comply with related to a tax-exempt hospital facility’s including:

•  Community Health Needs Assessment (IRC §501(r)(3));
•  Financial Assistance Policy (IRC §501(r)(4));
•  Limitation on amounts charged, to individuals eligible 

 under the organization’s financial assistance policy, for  
 emergency or other medically necessary care (IRC  
 §501(r)(5)); and

•  Billing and collection practices (IRC §501(r (6)).

The final regulations were 
published in the Federal Reg-
ister on December 31, 2015 
and apply to a tax-exempt 
hospital facility’s taxable years beginning on or after Decem-
ber 29, 2015.

Current Developments
The IRS must review, at least once every three years, the 

community benefit activities of approximately 3,000 tax-
exempt hospitals for compliance with IRC § 501(r) which 
equates to approximately 1,000 annually. In his letter to Sen-
ator Grassley, Koskinen noted that the IRS has completed 
2,482 of these tax-exempt hospital reviews for the three-year 
period.  During these reviews the IRS analyzed information 
including information returns filed by the tax-exempt hospi-
tals, content included on hospital websites and other infor-
mation that the IRS believes would help in identifying those 
tax-exempt hospital facilities with the highest likelihood of 
noncompliance with IRC §501(r).

Additionally, as noted in the Tax Exempt and Government 
Entities FY 2017 Work Plan issued on September 28, 2016, 
the IRS is continuing its review of hospitals for compliance 
with IRC §501(r).  As of June 30, 2016 the IRS has reviewed 
692 tax-exempt hospitals of which, as indicated by Koskinen 
in his letter, 163 have been referred for field examination as a 
result of these reviews. Reasons for the assignment of a field 
examination include, but are not limited to, the following:

•  Lack of a Community Health Needs Assessment under 
 IRC §501(r)(3);

•  No Financial Assistance or Emergency Medical Care 
 Policy under IRC §501(r)(4); and

•  Lack of compliance with Billing and Collections Policy 
 requirements under IRC  §501(r)(6).

Conclusion
In order for a tax-exempt hospital to be compliant with 

IRC §501(r) there is a significant amount of information that 

IRS Compliance Examinations of 
Tax-Exempt Hospitals

Karen Henderson

By Karen Henderson

A.

Q.
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is required to be included on the hospital’s website and report-
ed on its annual Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt 
from Income Tax, filing thereby making easier for the IRS to 
identify tax-exempt hospitals that are not complying.  A refer-
ral for a field examination does not necessarily indicate that a 
hospital is lacking compliance with IRC §501(r).  In many in-
stances the IRS is gathering information to make an informed 
decision with respect to compliance with IRC §501(r).  In the 
event of a field examination, hospitals should be aware that the 
IRS could potentially expand the scope of its review to other 
areas unrelated to IRC §501(r).

Senator Grassley was quoted stating that, “hospitals must 
earn their tax-exempt status, and the IRS is right to make sure 
they hold up their end of the deal”.

About the author
Karen Henderson is a Senior Manager in the Withum’s Healthcare 
and Not-For-Profit Services Groups. She specializes in providing 
tax services including:  Community benefit; including Schedule 
H and Code §501(r), Form 990, unclaimed property compli-
ance, sales and use tax issues and IRS and state audit examination 
representation. Karen is a member of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), New Jersey Society of Cer-
tified Public Accountants (NJCPA) and the Healthcare Financial 
Management Association (HFMA).  She was the HFMA Finance, 
Accounting, Capital & Taxation (FACT) Committee Chair from 
2014-2015 and 2016-2017. Karen can be reached at KHender-
son@withum.com. 
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Cadillac Taxes be damned, healthcare full speed ahead!  
While it appears that neither party seems to want to pull the 
trigger on the “luxury health plan tax” the current ACA Model 
is how the actuaries say “Unsustainable, and actuarially un-
sound”. A lot of assumptions about the ACA, including its 
ability to attract a large sustainable population, have remained 
a nebulous goal.  Couple that with pharmaceutical companies 
raising prices through the roof and you have a recipe for health-
care disaster. Well, the New Year finds us looking backward at 
what has gone wrong and potentially what we can do right 
to make the healthcare equation a winner for our insurance 
partners while continuing to support the mission of healthcare 
providers across New Jersey and the country. Once again, it is 
time for Lew to peer into his crystal ball of healthcare to sug-
gest some food for thought for the coming New Year with a an 
eye towards what the new Trump administration might have in 
store for healthcare reform.

ACA challenges and escalating healthcare costs are every-
one’s concern: If you are in healthcare and don’t think that 
you are in a position to change the cost curves you won’t be 
around long enough to be a long term player in your market> 
The ACA has not produced results that were expected (surprise 
anyone?), insurance companies are reporting actuarial trends 
that we have not seen in years, so guess where the blame is be-
ing pointed, providers!  Some sobering thoughts for 2017 that 
will at least get your ships in order include: 

1. Manage your personnel costs, don’t let your personnel  
 manage you!  Efficiencies can be rung out from any organ- 

ization. Make your doctors responsible for starting sur- 
geries and procedures on time; they could not get away  
with the same bad behavior at an outpatient facility or  
even in their own offices. Also, think outside the prover- 
bial box when it comes to workers compensation claims  
and avoidance; Atlantic Health System was just recog- 
nized for its efforts in lowering WC costs , see their case  
study at http://www.pmacompanies.com/insights/con 
tent/atlantic-health-case-study.html

2. According to Jeff Goldsmith, PhD of Navigant in a re- 
 cent article quoted in Fierce Healthcare, the U.S. is in  
 the 89th month of an economic recovery--among the 

 longest since World War  
 II–which means a reces- 
 sion is overdue. That  
 means reality needs to kick in, manage your costs,  
 manage collections and don’t forget to stay politically  
 active. Healthcare for all without subsidies could be a  
 problem. Recessions also mean that fewer people may  
 have jobs which in turn, adds up to more uncompen- 
 sated care. 

3. Bundled payments and case rates are going to become  
 the status quo, not just a passing anomaly. Many focused  
 demonstration projects have occurred nationally be- 
 tween insurers and integrated delivery systems. Even the  
 government has stepped in with more bundled payment  
 programs...  It is a given that quality outcomes and high  
 patient satisfaction levels have come out of these initi- 
 atives. Key to these programs is to have viable partners  
 in care that will support your mission to deliver on these  
 fixed cost programs! Lack of collaboration among insur- 
 ance plans and providers results in uncoordinated 
 services that compromise savings and reduce patient  
 outcomes. Many hospitals are recalcitrant to spend any  
 money on resources for lack of ROI; when I was in the  
 hospital industry we were one of the first to deploy RN  
 Case Managers into the ER to reduce unnecessary 
 admissions and coordinate care for our patients. The  
 outcomes resulted in us getting higher ER reimburse- 
 ments because we could demonstrate that fast tracking  
 to Urgent Care or community resources actually did  
 save insurers cash overall!!!

4. Medicare and Medicaid have both taken funding hits  
 under the ACA as costs have continued to spiral beyond  
 the ACAs projections. Paul Ryan, who appears to re- 
 main at least tacitly in the Trump camp, is pushing for  
 Republican reforms which will reduce spiraling out- 
 patient costs and to some extent, inpatient costs too.   
 Budgetary projections on a go forward basis should 
 reflect various reductions to current payment streams.

5. If you thought medieval torture was unpleasant, you can  
 expect more unpleasantness from the RACs (pun in- 

2017 New Year’s 
Resolutions for CFOs

Lew Bivona

by   Lew Bivona, CPA, AFE
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continued on page 34

 tended)!  With the release of the latest OIG Workplan,  
 you can expect even deeper probing by the RACs. 
 Investment in compliance resources will be your best  
 defense against unwarranted charges of inappropriate  
 billing practices.  Expect even more in depth reviews of  
 medical appropriateness which could lead to potentially  
 pattern of billing abuse charges which could put your  
 institution into payment hold limbo.  By the way, RACs  
 are not always right, be prepared to defend your legal  
 rights with a knowledgeable healthcare attorney.

6. Like I have said before,  mergers and affiliations still may  
 be a good idea if you have not done it yet; if you have  
 merged or affiliated with another facility, still keep your  
 eye on the principles that will make you successful with  
 insurers:

  a. Continue to refine processes and care manage- 
   ment plans to insure that you will be adding 
   value to any insurance product or IDS.

  b. Focus on creating economies of scale- you don’t  
   need to offer twenty brands of sutures or 5  
   brands of pacemakers. In a bundled fee environ- 
   ment, you must be able to partner with physi- 
   cians to drive quality and cost effectiveness while  
   reducing variability in outcomes.

  c. If you have not thought about the entire con- 
   tinuum of care, it is time to make alliances  
   with care providers outside of your assembled  
   skill sets; time to think about home IV, DME  
   providers, home health, visiting nurse services  
   and others!

  d. FFS will yield to value based contracts, how  
   quickly you adapt bodes well for your long  
   term viability.  If new to the process, start small  
   with something that you do better than others.  
   Build the data capabilities and reporting mech- 
   anisms to ensure your ability to provide timely  
   information to your providers and insurance  
   partners.

  e. Keep your eye on efficiency as the government  
   watchdogs have not missed the fact that many  
   affiliations have returned nothing other than  
   higher prices to some markets; these relation- 
   ships will be under a magnifying glass.

7. Urgent care centers are opening at a rapid pace and  
 will continue to erode ED revenues as people seek  
 more cost effective providers for urgent needs. To  
 combat this challenge, hospitals will have to revert to  
 bundled pricing that is not usurious and borderline  
 absurd. Higher out of pockets and co-pays will force  
 people who would normally seek care at the hospital  
 ED to make the move very quickly.  Word to the wise,  

 if an urgent care center can pay doctors a decent wage,  
 it might be time for you to think about renegotiating  
 your contract with your ED provider group.

 8. Transparency on pricing has been bandied about for  
 ages it seems but no one on the industry side seems to  
 have made any attempt at being forthright about what  
 an admission, outpatient procedure or any other test- 
 ing will cost at their facility. Expect the Trump admin- 
 istration to place more emphasis on this overshad- 
 owed requirement in the ACA. Why is it people can  
 shop for a car and know what price range to expect  
 but cannot ascertain what something as simple as 
 giving birth or having a gallbladder removed will cost?

9. Review all your physician compensation arrangements  
 to assure that they comply with Stark. The OIG issued  
 a fraud alert in 2015 that targets physicians and directs  
 that all compensation arrangements reflect fair-market  
 value and payment for bona fide services that have  
 been provided. The alert also noted that if any 
 arrangement is to compensate a physician for past or  
 future referrals, the potential exists for violation of  
 the anti-kickback statute.  Many cases have been pros- 
 ecuted in 2016 as a result of this alert and you can  
 expect continued focus into 2017.

10. Appeals are now taking over 3 years just to get through  
 the ALJ process not counting all of the hoops pro- 
 viders had to jump through to even get there. Con- 
 sider settling under a recently proposed settlement 
 offer much like the one instituted in 2014. Beginning  
 on Dec. 1, 2016, eligible providers will be able to 
 participate in an administrative settlement process to  
 settle certain pending appeals in exchange for 66 per- 
 cent of the net allowable amount if you are weary and  
 need your cash!

11. Quality measures are often the discussion points from  
 payors, regulators and industry minions but a recent  
 Press Ganey whitepaper noted that the following  
 should absolutely be on your radar, they are: 

  a. Inpatients’ rating of nurse communication
  b. Inpatients’ rating of physician communication
  c. Inpatients’ rating of whether staff worked 

   together to care for them
  d. Inpatient likelihood to recommend according  

   to Hospital Consumer Assessment of Health- 
   care Providers and Systems survey ratings

  e. Employee likelihood to recommend their orga- 
   nization to family and friends

  f. Clinician and Group Consumer Assessment of  
   Healthcare Providers and Systems/Medical  
   Practice survey ratings’ likelihood to recommend

  g. Serious safety event rate
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  h. All-cause 30-day readmissions throughout the  
   hospital

  i. Employees’ ranked responses to the statement  
   “I would feel safe being treated as a patient  
   here”

  j. 30-day mortality rates
12. Just when you think you had enough, look out for  

 the IRS which is ratcheting up its surveillance of  
 non-profit hospitals relating to levels of community  

 benefits and patient financial assistance. According to  
 Bloomberg BNA, “the IRS reviewed 692 hospitals in  
 fiscal 2016, which ended late last month. Of those, 166  
 were referred for a closer “field examination.” The 
 increased scrutiny is specific to 501(r) requirements 
 under the Affordable Care Act, which mandate that hos- 
 pitals formulate clear written financial assistance policies  
 for patients and make reasonable efforts to determine if  
 patients are eligible for assistance prior to taking any col- 

lection actions. The IRS is supposed to re-
view eachhospital every three years.”  The 
take away is potential penalties for non-
compliance include being subject to an 
excise tax or even losing a tax exemption 
entirely. Make sure that you’re reporting 
and practices meet IRS guidelines!

Happy 2017!  I can virtually guarantee 
that if you apply this advice, you will be here 
to read my 2018 New Year’s advice!

About the Author
Lewis D. Bivona Jr., CPA, AFE currently 
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a Financial Condition Examiner for The INS 
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include conducting and reviewing the 
practices and financial solvency of health and 
property and casualty companies.  Prior to 
joining The INS Companies, Lewis was the 
insurance practice partner for a large east 
coast regional firm which performed certified 
audits, financial condition examinations 
for various state insurance departments and 
targeted/due diligence examinations. Mr. 
Bivona also served as a deputy rehabilitator 
and/or liquidator for several insurance 
companies.  Early in his career Lewis also was 
a regulator for the HMO industry in New 
Jersey. Lewis has served on the NAIC/AICPA 
Insurance Liaison Committee,  the SOFE 
Examiner Publication Committee and the 
NAIC Accreditation Committee. Mr. Bivona 
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Magazine, Insurance and Business, Employer 
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can be reached at LewCPA@gmail.com.
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Healthcare Consumerism 
Study Shows Patients 
Need Financing Options

by Bruce Haupt and Cynthia Porter 

Where patient satisfaction was once solely measured from a 
clinical standpoint, patients now regard the financial side of the 
house as an important part of the overall experience. Increas-
ingly, they’re judging and rating their satisfaction with healthcare 
organizations by the amount of repeat business and referrals they 
bring. 

A study we recently conducted to measure awareness, loyalty 
and satisfaction with consumer-friendly patient loan programs 
and the role they play in creating a positive hospital experience 
for patients reveals some not-so-surprising insights.

The second annual Healthcare Consumerism Study was built 
on an effective model established in 2015 by the Lavin Entre-
preneurship Center at San Diego State University. This year, we 
joined with a healthcare market specialist, which designed and 
administered the survey. We also solicited the advice of the CFO 
from a major health system.

More than 2,700 patients, representing a 78 percent comple-
tion rate, completed the survey. This statistically significant re-
sponse rate provides the survey data with a 95 percent (+/-2%) 
confidence rate. 

Among respondents, healthcare cost is undeniably a concern: 
79 percent say it is a factor when selecting a physician, and 81 
percent confirm the same when choosing a healthcare provider. 

Relative to their cost concerns, 91 percent of survey respon-
dents regard healthcare as a “big ticket” expense that requires 
financing or some sort of payment plan of 12 months or more. 
In fact, one out of every three consumers would delay care if a 
loan program wasn’t made available to them. This is an increase 
from our 2015 Healthcare Consumerism study, when 26 percent 
of respondents said they would delay care. Moreover, the find-
ing compares with a recent study by the Commonwealth Fund, 
which shows 40 percent adults with deductibles equal to 5 per-
cent or more of their income would not seek care due to cost. 
In our experience, most patients are willing to pay their portion 
of care. They just want options to make repayment affordable. 

One survey respondent said, “It’s helpful not to have to pay a 
large, unexpected medical bill all at once.”

Loyalty is an important barometer of future business. Accord-
ing to The Advisory Board Company, patients who return to a 

healthcare organization within 18 
months generate six times more 
revenue for that provider. Mak-
ing care affordable through a loan 
program is a clear benefit that will 
enhance goodwill, loyalty and re-
ferrals within a healthcare pro-
vider’s consumer and community 
base. According to the survey, 90 
percent of respondents likely will 
return to the healthcare provider 
that offers a loan program, and 
88 percent would likely recom-
mend the healthcare provider to 
friends and family.

“I’m happy there’s a reasonable payment method to manage 
medical debt versus being turned over to a collection agency,” 
said a survey respondent.

Each interaction during a patient episode is an opportunity to 
create a longer-lasting relationship. It’s important to remember 
that an episode isn’t solely made up of the patient’s experience 
inside of the hospital’s four walls—your outreach to patients be-
fore service and your follow-up for reimbursement are activities 
that impact their decision to return to your facility in the future.

About the authors
Bruce Haupt is the President and CEO of ClearBalance. He is re-
sponsible for the company’s business operations, from sales and mar-
keting through client implementation, program performance, fund-
ing, IT and client services. He has 25 years’ healthcare and IT ex-
perience at large corporations including McKesson and IBM. Bruce 
can be reached at bhaupt@clearbalance.org. 

Cynthia Porter is the President of Porter Research. She is an experi-
enced healthcare technology executive with extensive knowledge in 
all sectors of the health care market, including payers, providers and 
suppliers.  In her role at Porter, she brings over 30 years of profes-
sional and managerial expertise. Cynthia can be reached at cporter@
porterresearch.com.
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Donald J. Trump Elected 
President and Republicans 
Maintain Congressional 
Majority

Teddy Eynon
by  Teddy Eynon, Patrick Anderson and Ana D. Schwab

Patrick Anderson

Ana D. Schwab

At approximately 2:40 a.m., Hillary Clinton conceded the 
election to Donald J. Trump, setting him on the path to become 
the 45th President of the United States. The House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate will also remain in Republican control.

Success in the first 100 days of Trump’s presidency will be 
determined by the ability of the Republican Party to unite in-
ternally. Unlike most Presidents, Trump does not enter office 
with the general support of his party’s elected officials in Con-
gress. Before Trump can begin working on his vision, especially 
where directing federal funding is required, those fences will 
need to be mended. 

In addition, while the election outcomes are a technical vic-
tory for the Republican Party, Congressional Democrats will 
not be facing a united front come January. The House Free-
dom Caucus will remain a significant voice and will likely sup-
port a challenge to the current Republican leadership team in 
the House of Representatives. Although not the largest caucus 
within the House, the Freedom Caucus’s influence on legisla-
tion, particularly where the federal budget is impacted, will 
challenge Republican Senators’ abilities to broker the sort of 
compromises necessary to move legislation in a Senate with 
narrow margins.

Policy proposals in Congress will look similar to what we 
have seen in the 114th Congress. However, with less threat of 
a Presidential veto, some of the more conservative proposals, 
which were previously seen only as policy statements, will now 
evolve into real legislation.

Trump is expected to regulate at a slower pace than Presi-
dent Obama’s Administration, which is often criticized for not 
valuing public comment, an established part of the regulatory 
process. However, he will likely continue the current admin-
istration’s trend of using of executive actions to compensate, 
when Congress is unable to bring policy to fruition.

Key Races
At the time of this writing, 

President-Elect Trump is pro-
jected to win at least 289 elec-
toral votes. The allocation of 
an additional 30 electoral votes 
are still being determined in 
MI, MN and NH. Compared 
to the 2012 election results, 
Trump will receive at least 83 
more electoral votes than Mitt 
Romney.[1]

Both chambers of Congress 
are still under Republican ma-
jority. While Republicans lost 
seats in the House of Represen-
tatives, Democrats were unable 
to pick up enough seats to give 
them the 218 seats required for 
a majority. In the 114th Con-
gress, Republicans held a 60-seat 
House majority and an eight-
seat majority in the Senate.[2] In 
the 115th Congress, Republicans 
will hold at least a 44-seat ma-
jority in the House and at least a 
1-seat Senate lead.[3]

Senators John McCain (R-AZ), Roy Blunt (R-MO), Marco 
Rubio (R-FL), Rob Portman (R-OH) Richard Burr (R-NC), 
Pat Toomey (R-PA) and Ron Johnson (R-WI), each in highly 
competitive races, all successfully retained their Senate seats.

Senator Mark Kirk (R-IL) lost his bid for reelection. Illinois’ 
newest Senator is current Congresswoman and disabled veteran 

continued on page 38
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Tammy Duckworth (D-IL-08). Raja Krishnamoorthi (D) easily 
won the race to replace Senator-Elect Duckworth in Congress.

After five terms in the Senate, Minority Leader Harry Reid 
(D-NV) will retire at the end of this year. Former Nevada 
Attorney General Catherine Cortez Mastro defeated current 
Congressman Joe Heck (R-NV). Computer programmer and 
consultant and president of the Congregation Ner Tamid, 
Jacky Rosen will succeed Congressman Heck in the House.

Indiana Senator Dan Coats (R-IN) will retire at the end of 
this year after serving two full terms in the Senate. Current Con-
gressman Todd Young (R-IN) defeated former Senator Evan 
Bayh (D-IN) to replace Coats. Businessman Trey Hollingsworth 
(R) will succeed Senator-Elect Todd Young in the House.

The narrow majority will require Senate Republicans to 
seek support from their Democrat colleagues on policy mat-
ters, more so than in the 114th Congress. Additionally, Dem-
ocrats’ ability to filibuster will be strengthened. With such a 
narrow division between the parties, the temperament of the 
Senate will determine the level of productivity for Congress 
over the next two years.

On the Issues
Cybersecurity

After an election riddled with cybersecurity concerns – from 
the release of Democratic National Committee emails to cyber-
attacks on polling places to Wikileaks – President-Elect Trump 
will have to address the issue. He has indicated he will create a 
Cyber Review Team composed of military, law enforcement and 
private sector persons to review the country’s cyber defenses and 
vulnerabilities and make recommendations to safeguard against 
attacks. To fight the cyber-war Trump will work directly with 
Senator Richard Burr (R-NC), House Intelligence Committee 
Chairman Devin Nunes (R-CA) and House Government and 
Oversight Subcommittee on Information Technology Chair-
man Will Hurd (R-TX). To successfully tackle cybersecurity 
issues, Trump will need to balance the constitutional right to 
privacy with the need to protect the country from both crimi-
nal hackers and state-sponsored cyber attacks. 

Education
As President, Donald Trump will seek to reallocate exist-

ing federal money to invest $20 billion toward school choice. 
Trump will urge the states collectively to contribute another 
$110 billion. Together with the federal investment, every K-12 
student currently living in poverty will have $12,000 in school 
choice funds. President-Elect Trump has expressed his desire 
to see the cost of college lowered and student debt become a 
federal tax break. To achieve this Trump will have to work with 
the House Education and Workforce Committee, which is 
likely to be chaired by Congresswoman Virginia Foxx (R-NC) 

and the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Com-
mittee, which is likely to remain Chaired by Lamar Alexander 
(R-TN). Senator Alexander was the lead author of the “Every 
Student Succeeds Act,” of which Foxx was a supporter. Foxx, 
however, has been critical of the regulations created from the 
act. Alexander is also skeptical of the regulations but remains 
hopeful that the act is supported in its tenure by those who 
supported its passage.

Energy & Environment
President-Elect Trump adamantly advocated for U.S. en-

ergy independence during his campaign. In order to achieve 
this, he said he will expand the use of shale, oil and natural 
gas reserves and clean coal reserves. Trump also said he will 
open onshore and offshore leasing on federal lands. The House 
Energy and Commerce Committee will have a new Chair-
man with whom President-Elect Trump will work with, while 
Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) is likely to maintain the gavel 
for the Senate Energy and Natural Resources committee. The 
two committees, together with House Ways and Means Com-
mittee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) and Senate Finance 
Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch (R-UT), will work with 
President-Elect Trump to reform the tax code to allow for more 
investments in our country.

Health Care
President-Elect Trump stated many times on the campaign 

trail that he will work with Congress to repeal the Affordable 
Care Act and replace it with robust Health Savings Accounts. 
He will also modify the tax code to allow individuals to deduct 
their insurance premiums, as businesses do currently. President-
Elect Trump will have to work directly with the new House 
Energy and Commerce Chairman; House Ways and Means 
Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX); Senate Health, Education, 
Labor and Pensions Committee Chairman Lamar Alexander 
(R-TN); Senate Finance Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch 
(R-UT); and Congress, which will be divided by chambers in 
support of President-Elect and the means of achieving his goals. 

Immigration
From the start of his campaign, Trump stated he would 

have Mexico pay for a wall to be built on the border it shares 
with the United States. He was also clear that he will have any-
one deported who entered the country illegally. Both moves 
are staunch differences from President Obama’s immigration 
stance, including his executive actions: the Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) and Deferred Action for Par-
ents of Americans (DAPA). Under these measures, parents and 
children may receive temporary permission to remain in the 
country under a “deferred action.” The Supreme Court di-

continued from page 37
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vided evenly in United States v. Texas when deciding if Presi-
dent Obama’s executive order on DAPA and DACA expansion 
were legal, shedding light on the political division on the issue. 
Senate Judiciary Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and House 
Judiciary Committee Chairman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) have 
been vocal opponents of the DAPA and DACA executive or-
ders. Trump should experience House support moving forward 
with his sweeping immigration changes.

National Security
As President, Donald Trump will seek to increase the size 

and power of the armed forces, as well as modernize exist-
ing systems to ensure enhanced capabilities to protect and 
fight. Additionally, he will work with generals to develop a 
plan to defeat and destroy ISIS. It is likely that President-
Elect Trump, Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman 
John McCain (R-AZ) and House Armed Services Committee 
Chairman Mac Thornberry (R-TX) will agree on the execu-
tion of Trump’s goals.

Trade
President-Elect Trump stated his clear opposition to the 

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) during his campaign. His 
plan on trade will also renegotiate the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with the goal of ensuring it is good 
for American workers. Additionally, Trump plans on directing 
his Secretaries of Commerce and Treasury to identify coun-
tries that are violating existing trade agreements as well as note 
countries that are currency manipulators. Congress is divided 
in its support for trade agreements, making the prospect of 
the TPP, NAFTA, or any trade agreements for that matter, an 
uphill battle.

Tax Reform 
Over the past few years, Congress exhausted all available 

fiscal tools to maintain the status quo, making comprehensive 
tax reform a major priority for both Congressional Democrats 
and Republicans during Trump’s tenure. While campaign-
ing, Trump stated that as President, he will ensure all income 
brackets receive a tax cut and low-income Americans pay no 
income tax. He indicated he would reform the system to elimi-
nate special interest loopholes and make the tax rate competi-
tive to keep jobs in the country as well as boost opportuni-
ties for new job creation. Earlier this year, House Republicans 
introduced the “Better Way Plan,” which is the House GOP 
version of comprehensive tax reform. Since the Constitution 
requires all tax legislation originate in the House, expect the 
initial bill to be heavily influenced by the fiscally conservative 
Freedom Caucus.   

Transportation & Infrastructure
Within the first few months of taking office, Trump wants 

to introduce a plan to revitalize the transportation and infra-
structure of the country by pursuing an “America’s Infrastruc-
ture First” policy. This policy will focus investments in trans-
portation, clean water, modern electricity grid, telecommuni-
cations and other needs. Additionally, Trump will develop a 
long-term water infrastructure plan with all levels of govern-
ment to ensure the older systems are updated and capable of 
meeting the country’s needs safely. House Transportation and 
Infrastructure Committee Chairman Bill Shuster (R-PA) and 
Senate Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee 
Chairman John Thune (R-SD) are likely to work proactively 
with President-Elect Trump on developing and modernizing 
the transportation and infrastructure needs of the country.

About the authors
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relations attorney at the national law firm of Fox Rothschild LLP. 
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ment relations and public policy at all levels of the federal govern-
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legislation.
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Footnotes
[1]At the time of distribution, there were still three states to be 
called.
[2]Senators Bernie Sanders (I-VT) and Angus King (I-ME) 
caucus with the Democrats. 
[3]At the time of distribution, there were still 11 races to be 
called, including a runoff in Louisiana. 
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JOB BANK SUMMARY LISTING
HFMA-NJ’s Publications Committee strives to bring New Jersey Chapter members timely and useful information in a convenient, accessible manner. Thus, 
this Job Bank Summary listing provides just the key components of each recently-posted position in an easy-to-read format, helping employers reach the most 
qualified pool of potential candidates, and helping our readers find the best new job opportunities. For more detailed information on any position and the most 
complete, up-to-date listing, go to HFMA-NJ’s Job Bank Online at www.hfmanj.org. 

[Note to employers: please allow five business days for ads to appear on the Web site.]

Job Position and Organization

Senior Director, Operations & Finance
 Hospital for Special Surgery, International Center

Charge Master Description Analyst
 Inspira Health Network

Director of Managed Care
 Mercy Health System

Director of Client Relations
 BESLER Consulting

Director Patient Access
 Atlantic Health System

Corp Compliance Officer & Dir. of Internal Audits
 Atlanticare

Director, Medical Records
 Atlantic Health System

Director Patient Accounts
 Atlanticare

Research Billing Coverage Analyst
 NYU Langone Medical Center

Cost Accountant
 Saint Peter's University Hospital

Financial Analyst
 Atlantic Health
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What’s On Your Nightstand?
NJ HFMA Members share their personal and professional reading picks

Devil in the White City is a fictional version of a non-fictional 
event - the building of the Chicago World’s Fair in 1892 - 
1893. Discusses the architectural challenges of building in 
Chicago, the politics of pulling the team together along with 
the serial killer Dr. Holmes.

Recommended by Lindsey Colombo

Girl on the Train was bizzarre, insightful and had a twist at the 
end. The gray line between reality and perception and what is 
actually occurring.

Recommended by Lindsey Colombo

The Nightingale, by Kristin Hannah is a historical fiction about 
two sisters that live in France during the German invasion. 
It describes the path that both women took during this 
tumultuous time. One was a rebel, the other was passive who 
secretly had her moments of rebelling against the Germans. 
It is compelling story about survival, life’s passions, and love. 
Great read that I highly recommend.  

Recommended by Cheryl Cohen

American Gods by Neil Gaiman.  Immigrants to America 
brought their culture, language, and their deities with them 
to the new world, but the years have relegated those traditions 
to mere memories. The personification of these old gods 
live among us, aware that their connection to their people is 
slipping away in favor of media and technology.  Some of these 
gods are not content to let this change happen quietly, and 
rouse others for one last chance of relevance and power.  

Recommended by Brian Herdman.
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The Office of Certificate of Need and Healthcare Facility 
Licensure in the Division of Certificate of Need and Licens-
ing within the Health Systems Branch of the Department of 
Health (Department) is proposing an amendment, at N.J.A.C. 
8:43E-3.4, and new rules, at N.J.A.C. 8:43E-14, to implement 
the Human Trafficking Prevention, Protection, and Treat-
ment Act (Act).  This rulemaking is promulgated in consulta-
tion with the New Jersey Commission on Human Trafficking 
(“Commission”), and with the approval of the Health Care 
Administration Board.

The Act, among other mandates, establishes the Commis-
sion and directs the Department, in consultation with the 
Commission, to either develop, or approve for use, a “one-time 
training course on the handling and response procedures of 
suspected human trafficking activities for employees of every 
licensed health care facility,” and to establish standards identi-
fying the health care facility employees who “are required, as a 
condition of their employment,” to receive the training.  The 
Act makes health care facility compliance with employee train-
ing a condition of license issuance, maintenance, and renew-
al. The Department proposes to implement these mandates 
through rulemaking within existing N.J.A.C. 8:43E, the rules 
that contain “General Licensure Procedures and Standards Ap-
plicable to All Licensed Facilities.”

The Department proposes new rules at N.J.A.C. 8:43E-14, 
Human Trafficking Handling and Response Training.  The 
proposed new rules would establish standards for health care 
facility employee training in human trafficking handling and 
response procedures. The Department has determined to ap-
prove two alternative programs for use in training facility em-
ployees in compliance with the Act.

The first approved training program is the online, web-
based training offered by the National Human Trafficking 
Resource Center (NHTRC) called “Modern Day Slavery in 
America: Recognizing and Responding to Human Trafficking 
in a Healthcare Context” (February 2016), which is available 
at https://traffickingresourcecenter.org/audience/service-pro-
viders.  This training is available without charge, and requires 
no special equipment or software other than a computer with 
speakers and internet access.  The running time of the presen-
tation is approximately 30 minutes.

The second approved training program is called, “Stop. 
Observe. Ask. Respond to Human Trafficking (SOAR): A 
Training for Health Care and Social Service Providers,” which 
was developed by the Administration for Children and Fami-
lies and the Office on Women’s Health of the United States 
Department of Health and Human Services.  See http://www.
acf.hhs.gov/endtrafficking/initiatives/soar. The SOAR training 
informs health care and social services professionals how to 
identify, treat, and respond appropriately to potential victims 
of human trafficking who present in health care or social ser-
vices settings.  The training is a more in-depth alternative to 
the NHTRC training described above and has the advantage 
of offering healthcare professionals continuing education and 
continuing medical education credits through the provider.  
The three-hour course is offered without cost through either 
a traditional in-person classroom setting, or a live presentation 
in a scheduled online virtual classroom.

Existing N.J.A.C. 8:43E-3.4 identifies the civil monetary 
penalties applicable to health care facilities subject to the chap-
ter for violations thereof.  The Department proposes to amend 
this section to establish a civil monetary penalty of $1,000 for 

Department of Health 
Proposes New Rules 
and an Amendment to 
Implement the Human 
Trafficking Prevention, 
Protection & Treatment Act

by  Cathleen D. Bennett, Commissioner

Cathleen Bennett
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violations of proposed new subchapter 14, to be assessable for 
each day noncompliance is found.

The proposal appears in the November 7, 2016, issue of the 
New Jersey Register.  Persons wishing to comment on the pro-
posal must submit written comments either (1) electronically by 
January 6, 2017, to http://www.nj.gov/health/legal/ecom-
ments.shtml or (2) by mail postmarked on or before 
January 6, 2017, to Genevieve Raganelli, Regulatory Of-

ficer, Deputy Administrative Practice Officer, Office of Legal 
and Regulatory Compliance, Office of the Commissioner, NJ 
Department of Health, PO Box 360, Trenton, NJ 08625-0360.

LexisNexis provides free online access to the New Jersey 
Register at http://www.lexisnexis.com/njoal.  An unofficial 
copy of the proposal is also available from the Department’s 
website at http://nj.gov/health/legal/rules/notice-of-rule-pro-
posals/.

Healthcare has seen its share of disruption and MACRA 
(the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act) is yet 
another cause for confusion. This landmark legislation changes 
how Medicare pays physicians who provide care to Medicare 
beneficiaries by scoring the physicians on the quality of care 
they provide.

This change has the potential to significantly impact your 
organization’s revenue if you do not have the processes, proce-
dures and systems in place. This new regulatory environment 
could ultimately result in physician and patient loss.

Proactive research starts by understanding the MACRA 
implementation timeline (see below), what takes place during 
each phase and how it affects your organization. You should 
also be able to answer or start thinking about answers to the 
following questions.

1. Are we ready for the new performance reporting that  
 begins on Jan. 1, 2017?

2. Do we understand both the upside payment gain and  
 downside penalty impacts?

3. Do we have the right people, technologies and processes  
 in place to be prepared for MACRA?

MACRA implementation timeline
•  CMS has proposed beginning the performance period in  
 2017. Payment adjustments will take place in 2019.

 ➣ November 2016: Deadline for final quality measures  
  for first performance period

 ➣ 2017: MIPS data  
  collection for 2019 
  payment adjustment

 ➣ Jan. 1, 2018:
  Deadline to include new codes on Medicare claims

 ➣ March 31, 2018: Last day to submit 2017 data

 ➣ Dec. 31, 2018: Deadline for achieving national  
  priority of widespread interoperability of EHRs

 ➣ Jan. 1, 2019: First MIPS payment adjustment

Implementing MACRA readiness solutions that start 
with financial and operational assessments and lead your 
organization to develop a strategic roadmap will position your 
organization to understand the total impact of MACRA to 
your margins, financial performance and overall operations.

About the Author
David Gregory has a varied healthcare economics background, 
ranging from hospital operations management to managed care 
underwriting/pricing to reimbursement optimization. Currently, 
he is responsible for directing projects for all client types, including 
hospitals, health plans and life sciences and technology companies. 
His specialties include financial analysis and reimbursement 
modeling, strategic planning and marketing, new technology value 
analysis and reimbursement assessments, hospital revenue cycle 
reengineering, health plan medical expense reviews and managed 
care contract negotiations.
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Our second annual community service gathering was held 
on Saturday, September 10th at The Community FoodBank of 
New Jersey in Hillside. Our member volunteers worked side by 
side, constructing boxes to store and transport food donations. 
In simply two hours, we filled multiple pallets’ worth of boxes. 
We really enjoyed getting to know each other better while 
contributing to a good cause! Check out what some of our 
participants had to say about their experience: 

“Time is a precious commodity and there is no better 
feeling than knowing you spent your time meaningfully and 
with good people. That is how I felt working at the food bank, 
and that feeling lasted throughout the day. So if you want to 
feel really good, give of your time for a worthy cause and enjoy 
some of your fellow NJ HFMA colleagues, join us the next 
time.”

-Deb Carlino

“The feeling you have after volunteering your time servicing 
the community is a wonderful feeling. I am looking forward 
to the next one.”

-Leslie Boles

“It’s always a nice feeling to spend time knowing that you’re 
helping others.  Thanks to Brittany and the Membership 
Services/Networking Committee for coordinating these 
worthwhile events!”

-Mike McKeever

“We sometimes forget that so many people in NJ struggle 
to feed themselves and their families.  It’s a wonderful feeling 
to know you’ve accomplished so much for a good cause in such 
a short period of time with your fellow NJ HFMA colleagues.”

-Victoria Herzberg

“Time is the only thing free in life. Most of us fill it with life 
priorities, duties and responsibilities. It is a wonderful feeling 
when we are able to give some of our time for such a great 
cause and at the same time have fun and enjoy the company of 
great colleagues.”

-Maria Lopez-Tyburczy
  

Feeding Hunger With Helping Hands
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Whether you are a CJR participant or planning for it, understanding your exposure 
and strategic position is key to success in this new era of mandatory bundled 
payment models. 

BESLER’s CJR Analysis & Risk Assessment service examines the drivers that 
impact bundled payment success for you and identifies key performance 
indicators and risk factors including: 

·  Target price analysis, discharge trends, provider utilization and readmissions
·  Analysis of quality measures including HCAHPS and complication rates
·  Post-acute care summary and identification of potential collaborators
·  Quarterly data analysis and year-end reconciliation

 (877) 4BESLER   |  www.besler.com   |  @BeslerDotCom
Enhancing and protecting Medicare revenue for hospitals

Visit besler.com/CJR to download a Special Report that explains how 
CJR works and what your responsibilities are in this new environment.

Are you ready for CJR?




